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ÁBSTRACT
This study Is an< lny.estigatiQxii of tko behaviour of male 
bushcrlckets of the genue Metrlotptera» The situation investigated 
was that arising when tm> males of different species are placed 
in the same eneloeure* A large number of such experiments was 
made and in each case observations were made on the movements of 
the inseetSfi particularly with respect to^  one another* Their 
stridulations were recorded and subsequently analyzed with a 
view to detecting influences by- the song of one insect upon song 
production by the other*
Attempts were made to relate the behaviour to that observed 
in similar circumstances when the two males belonged to the sasM 
species* In the latter cases^ , clearly recognisable aggression 
and homosexual courtship were mucth oomosmer, and there was a 
much stronger tendency for the defeated insect to return to the 
victor* In one species^, Influsnce of pre-conflict caging 
conditions was sttidied*
Four species of Metrioptera were utlllsedt M* roeeelll 
(HA&ENBACH)^ M* braohyptera (L*)^ M* blcolar (PHUIFPI)* and 
M* eepl\m (lEKSUf) * Nearly all of the experiments were confined 
to the first three speoies* It was found that the stridulations 
of roeselii and bicolor tended to inhibit song output in 
braoharptera* In interactions between roeselii »nñ bicolor* either 
insect could be inhibited^ but it was more often bicolor* A visit 
was made to a Oeonean locality where roeselit and bicolor occurred 
naturally in the same plaoe,. and Inhibition effects were observed
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to take place between them in the field*
One brachyptera out of thirteen tested produced chirps with 
more syllables than ueual}, when e^qpoeed to roeselii son^* It did 
not modify its chirps in responee to bicoljor song^ perhaps 
because of the more discrete nature of the latter* The phenomenon 
is discussed in relation to Broxighton'S (I965) discovery of song 
modification in Platycleis denticulata (PANZfiH;,
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INTRODÜCTION
'À quoi boni l*appar«il sonoro du locustion? Jo n*lrai 
pas Jusqu'à lui rsfussr un xôls dans la formation dss oouplss». 
Jusqu'à lui nlsr un aurmurs parsuaslf, doux pour calls qui 
l'àooutsf os saralt ■"Insurssv’contra l"^uidanoa* Mais sa 
fonction fondaaantala ni'ast pas là» Avant tout y. l'insaota 
l'utilisa pour dira sa Jola da vivra», pour ohantar las dalloas 
da l'azlstanoa» la vantra plain at l'àohlna au solall«''
-FABR£
Manj spaolaa of Orthoptara producá sounds and tha raal 
raasons for thls productlon hava baan ónix partlallj daooriad* 
Tha pronouncamant of Fabra (189'7) la of ooxirsa aasllj attaokad* 
Chopard (1943) polnts out that ona can raaova tha bushorlokat 
from Its suanj anvlronnant and put It Into a Jar In tha daa^t 
It navarthalass soon rasunas Its somf» Ha oannot hoiravar tall. 
ua whj It doas thls« In hls aarllar (1938) olaaslfloatlan of 
orthoptaran sln^nip ha anplox> tha t a m  strldulatlon Indlff^ 
aranta for thls klnd of anlssian^ nhara no spaolal ranson la 
apparant« Thara ara thraa othar tjpos« Strldulntloni rufiana 
la produoad In rasponsa to a slnpla aztamal atlnulus» ini 
azanpla la tha di atrasa sannd nada bj tha bushorlokat 
Kphlpplnar ahan roufhlj handladi» Strldulatlon payohiqno lo 
produoad In raoponoa to oonplaz atlnull» fbr Instanos tha 
praaanoa of anothar nala Inaaot». wÉd.oh In aona Orthoptara 
allolta tha produotlon. of an 'acgraaaiva* aong« Flnnllj thara
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l8 etrldalatlon ■•xualll»» produced; onlj iiL tke prostuco of 
fmnoXoB and functioniJtg «• a prallmlnary ta' oopulatiom*
Fabar (lSf29, 1932, 1993) baa propoaad wira aabltlana 
achamaat laltlallj ha conaldaradi thaat thara ware twalva 
kinds of aong,. but in tha Boat racant atudj thla la incraaaad 
to twantyalight«Punphraj (1991) aalactad from thla elaaaifioat->- 
Ion four main tjpaat (1) ordiBary aong, 'ahlch aaama to 
algnlfy that tha aingar la diaanga^a^ and ready for anything* ^ 
(11) tha aaxanada, or oourtahlp aong; (Hi) the rivala*' duet, 
alnglng exchanged batwaan: malaaf: (I'w) tha Paarun^alant or 
about of triumph« made Immediately b^ora oopulatlon* Ha adds 
that a fifth aort of^  aong. may occur during copulation« Haahall 
(1997, 1961) gl^a practically tha aama Hat,, but adda aa hla 
fifth type 'copulation aong',. ahloh ha aaya la produced if the 
copulation la dlattirbad*
Tha aubjaot of aony, olaaalfloatlom) la ravlaaad by Fringe 
and Frlnga (1998) aad by Dumortlar (1984)*^  Ihimortlar auggaata 
a primary aaparatlon IntO' two oatagoriaa» Flratly thara are 
amlaalona leading to tha ooraatloxt of' a altua.tiami whioh aatia«> 
flea a need or tendency,, and aaoomdly thara are anlaalona 
aaaoolatad with a *hoatlla* or dafanalwa attitude» Tha flrat 
group oontalne * oalling, oongragatlonal and. pramatlng aonga* 
and muat tharafora Inoluda atrlhilaHj22_^sHffMranta* Tha 
aaoond group oontalma •' rivalry aomg, diaturbamoa aoundh and 
protaotlva aoumda«."»
It la olaar that whatavar tha raaaon for tha mala* a
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productiom of stridulation indlff^mto. It doss in sons casss 
havs tks sffsot of attractini^ distant fsnalss towards kin. Tkis 
is ths typical situation in tsttigonlids and gryllidsy, as 
opposed to that often found in acrldlds* Rs|pui (19^3) found 
that a fw&als field; cricket (Gryllus canpestris) was attracted 
to the son^ of a male transmitted: through a telephone receiver* 
Rumortier (I964) was ahle to make a female Epkippiger w s ^  away 
from a silent male towards a loudspeaker from which male song, 
was being broadcast* Khalifa (19S0) foxind however that in the 
house cricket (Acheta dowestjeus)*. vision beesme important when 
the partners came close together*
Alexander ( 15^ 61 1962 )^ suggested; that the first Tettlgon-
loidea to evolve soundproducing meohanisna used; then solely, in 
close prozlnity» as a precopulatory manoeuvre^ the sounds being: 
very soft* Seleotion then operated to improve the efficacy of 
both production and reception^, and consequently the distances 
between insects for which stridulation: could still, retain 
significance could increase* *'As distance and directionality 
increased the calling function as it now exists energed|i the 
presence of the female is mo' longer required to elicit the 
signal»*
It is now necessary to account for Rumortier's second- 
group* Alexander (I96I) says that it seems inevitable that the 
song 'should have freq[uently developed significance fbr other 
males * » He is discussing the behaviour observed between males 
of Gryllus caaoestris* The aggressivity of this ail mal has
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b««n recognized for a long timo* Darwin (1871) notadi "whan twoD 
mala fiald-crickats (ttryllna oanpaatoris) ara confined togathary, 
thmj fight till one klUa the other*.'V llaxandar found that i» 
hia colonies fights would occur at; times but that little real 
phgrsical damage was domm* He concluded, that these fights, 
durthg which stridulatory exchanges occurred,, were connected 
with the maintenance of linear dominance hierarchies such as 
those reported bj Kato and Hagrasaka (193&) in two other cricket 
species*. A high position in the hierarohgr end the abilitj/ to 
win fights were not usuallj consequences of greater strength^ 
but they night be augmented! bp? isolation of the individual 
prior to the conflict,, bp allowing it to copulate a short tine 
befcre,. bj its having won other fights recently,, or bj its 
being on its *hone territory** In » m e  oases however, e^eo«- 
lally in al.lumale groups,, encounters between males would result 
not in fighting but in a kind of honosexual courtship, which 
might even lead to attempted ooinilatioa:^  but would stop short 
before spermatophore transfer*
This study of orioketa by la extremely thorough
and we have less information about the phenomena, of male rivalry 
in the other groups of Orthoptera* Otte (1970) has examined the 
behaviour of a large number of imerioan Oedipodinae and Acrid- 
inae, and gives a section on "aggressioa* for each speolmm* 
M*-C*. Busnel (19^7) gives an account of the situation in the 
tettigonlid Bphipulger* Two adjaosmt males will sing * duets*^ 
alternating their short ohirps* Almost always one (the *leader*)
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■Ings mor«9 but th« b«at orit«rlon of ki«raroliloal dbmlxunc« 
la tha parcantac* of trlggoring» Tha laadar initiataa Binging 
in 60-98 ^ of oaaaa* It axploraa tha tarritory aora quickly^ 
attracta mora fanalaa than tha othar nala,. and will attack 
tha othar mala, oaualng It to ratraat* Jl nuabar of parallala 
with vartabrata hlararohy phanomana ara aucsaatad* Jonaa (1966a) 
haa atudlad altaraatlon bahaalour in tha buahoriohat Phcll— 
doptara grlaaoaptara» l^aln,. two nalaa altamata thair ohlrpa,. 
or oooaaionally aynohroniaa tham* Jamaa atataa that tha pattarm 
of thla Intaraotion appaara to ba datarmlaad ohlafly by mutual 
lahibltioni whlla ona Imaaot alnga, alnglnf by tha othar la 
Inhlbltad. Thara la alao a autual azoltaiory affaot laadlnc t» 
an ovarall Inoraaaa In tha ohlrp rata* A aimllar affact appaara 
to ooour In tha houaa orlokat Aohata domaatlouat Halllfanbarf 
(1966) found that ha could Inoraaaa Ita ohlrp rata by playlac 
tapad ohlrpa to It» Ha alao found (I969) that a atinulua ohlrp 
not oolnoldlnif with a ohlrp of tha orlokat would Inhibit 
ohlrplnif from tha 40th to tha l80th mllltlaaoond following 
■tlmulua oaaat» It would also Inoraasa tha ohlrp rata by 
approxlnataly 0*3 ohlrpa par aaoond*
Tha raal funotlon of tha bahawiour la unoartain* Jonaa 
(1966a) aaya that It may hawa tarrltorlal alynlfloanoa in 
Pholldoptara,. but tarritorlallty la a laaa promlnadt phanonanon- 
In tattlgonllda than In Alazaadar*s orlekats, whloh lira In 
burrows» Alazandar (1997o^) says that tha fnnotloa of mala 
oonfllot may ba to produoa a spsoinjr affaot» In fact wa hama
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v«ry little information on the movemente of orthopteraa 
populatiottflLy. wi'^ the ezceptioni q£ Acridldaa» In; addition tOD 
the exteneive studies of looust swarms;,, which are not realli3r 
relevant "to the present work, there are papers bj Clark (1948)„ 
Chapman (1952) and Richards and> Waloff (1954) ^ dealing with the 
ecology and movements of aoridldB in the field* These authors 
stresa the very small amount of movwient which actually occurs 
when the insects are undisturbed, but they have little to tell 
us about territoriality* A more fruitful approach would appear 
to be direct investigation of behaviour in the laboratory, and 
a subsequent return to the situation in the field* This is the 
approach I have adopted in the present study*
The obvious first step in investigating acoustic exchanges 
between males was to replace one insect with another source of 
sound, preferably similar, and to see if attention continued 
to be elicited* Regen (1926) found that he could Induce alters 
nation between Pholidoptera aotera mcdes and a variety of 
artificial signals,, suoh as sounds produced by a Calton whistle* 
Busnel and Loher (1955) used artlfioial signals of 1 minute 
duration, separated by 1. aliiitte intervals,, with the aeridid 
Chorthippus jucundnst found that it sang during the alienees 
but not during the signals* Jones (I963, 1964f< 1966b) worked 
with pure tones produced by' a signal generator' and found that 
the chirp rate of Pholiidcptera griseoaptera would decrease while 
the slgnsJ. was being emitted, and then 'rebound" when it stopped, 
exceeding the nonu^ rate* The resemblance of this to the inhlbir
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Itlon and excitation occurring in normal alternation is clear*.
The criteria which a signal oust satisfy in order ta> influence 
the son^ of an insect are unoertedn* Busnel and Pumortler (1954) 
and Busnel, Bumortier ancL Busnel (1996f) worked on female 
Ephippigers using. Gal ton whistles,, artifledfl^ birdcalls &ov, and 
concluded that the significant part of the sound was the trans—  
ientf the more abruptly the sound began or stapped, the greater 
Ita effect«. Jones (I963) found; that transients had little place 
in his work with PhoUL^jpts^a inhibition* I do not intend to 
deal at length with the oontroversies ower orthopteran song 
recognitions the classical view that the only signi£Loant part 
of the signal is its amplitude modulation is stated by Haskell 
(1956)*. More recently,, Michelsen (1971) has shown that some 
frequency discrimination occurs in the locust ears the behaviour­
al significance of this is as yet unknown*.
Whatever the elements required to Influence the song of an. 
orthopteran may be, the fact that something as far removed from 
Nature as the aettfid of a signal generator can produce an effect 
similar to that of the song of a oonspeciflc; suggests that there 
may well be other Incidental sounds in the field which are 
liable to influence strldulatlng buahcrickets* The more similar 
they are tc the song of the species in question, it would seen,, 
the greater the likelihood of an effect« It might,, then^be com;j^ 
ectured that the songs of related species would produce effects 
similar to those of the artificial signals, and this has in fact 
been observed*. Baler (1930) noticed that a Phoiidoptera grise<s-
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aptera male which, was caged with a Tettigonia viridissima male 
stopped singing when the latter sang, but resumed at once when 
it finished* Personal observation of these species in Britain 
has shown mw that they rarely occur in exactly the same places 
the only true overlaps I hava seen were near Jevington^. £• Sussex 
(1963) and Torcrosa,. Devon (197;i)* Pulton (1934) worked with 
Orchelimum militare» which has 'long flutterixag notes delivered 
with great irregulatrity* * He placed it near 0* bradleyl» which 
sings with 'buxaing notes at a rather regular rate,, about one 
per second'» Following Brou^ton"s (I.964) terminology, the 
'notes' of militaire would appear to be '‘trills' and those of 
bradleyi 'chirps' » The song of militare inhibited that of 
brauHeyi» Sometimes the latter could work in two or three chirps 
between the militaare utterances» but when these were more rapid 
there was a simple l/l altematioiu He found that militare 
would start while braidleyi was singing, but bradleyi would not 
start while militare was singing»
Busnel, ^Basnell and Dumortierl (1956|f) studied five species 
of Ephippiger» all occurring in geographically separate environ­
ments* Alternation between maizes of different species was 
consistently found» Weih (1951) worked on’ various aorldid 
species found that in some oases the mal.es of one species 
alternated with those of auiotherf in other causes alternation 
was rare*
Several workers have investigated interspeodLfic relations 
between males and females» Luts; (1926) watched a male Orchelispui
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singing and antannoting a female HelanoplnB» an aoariLdldi* "Bj eontrae't 
Jacobs (1933)9 Pexrdeok (1937) aztd Walker (1937) studied syapatrin 
Orthoptera and found noD response by the female of one species to 
the song of the male of the othen* Perded^t. workittg elthi Chorthippus 
br»Tweus and Om biguttulus was inri fact able tn hybridise them im 
the laboratory^, but only three or four hybrids sere reported 
from the field* Perdedc gi^s a suruey of inter specif lo effects 
in Yarious groups of animals* Spooner (1963) fdund that the 
songs of nine species of Phaneropterinae were species-epeoific* 
Walker (1936) says that ocoasionall:^ Interspecific* attraetlooe 
has been observed between male and female Oeeanthinae under
laboratory conditions* Btti8nel9. ^ Busnsl and Pumortieri (193^ 1^ ) 
found that female Ephippigers were often attracted to alllopatrlc 
malee and that in some oases the entire courtship sequence 
would occur9. followed by copulation) and spermatophore transfer* 
Pumortier (I963) gaue females a choice between maXem of their 
own and another speoiee9 and found that there were always 
some females whioh were attracted towards the song, produced 
by the other species*
Returning to the question of interspeoiflo interactions 
between male buehorioketS9, Broughton (1933) an acocunt of a
uariety of combinations* In many* oases alternation was obserued 
and In others the song of one species Inhibited song productloni 
by the other9. as in Baler*'s experiment* One of the most effective
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inhibitoTB was MetrloptOTa roBaelii«. which producee a sustained: 
trill*. Broughton Intended to study the effeet^ o^ thin on the 
stridulation of the other British Metrioptera* M*. brachyptera*. 
but did not hawe any brachypterae at the appropriate time and 
therefore substituted a male Platyoleift denticulata*- which produces 
similar short chirps* The effect of roeselii son^ was to part>- 
iedly inhibit chirping,, but when denticulata chirps did break 
through the roeselii trill,, they were modified,, being longer 
and having more syllables than before* Broughton also observed 
song modification in Platyoleis intermedia (then thought to be 
P* sabulosa)* subjected to the singing of P* affinis*, and several 
other species*
The effects observed by Broughton were quite distinct from 
the simple cases of chirp rate alteration reported by other 
workers* There was a further complexity in that the new, modified 
song bore a closer resemblance to the song of the influencing 
species than it had done before, so that one had the impression: 
that some vague kind of learning process might be taking, place* 
This reoalls the work of Pieroe(194S), Alexander (i960) and Shaw 
(1966) on the bushorioket Pterophylla oamellifolia*. They found 
that the insect oould be mads to emit ohirps oontainlng a certain 
number of syllables, in response to the production, by the 
experimenter, of nook 'chirps* containing the same number*
Broughton considered it unlikely that his denticulata warn 
attempting to imitate the roeselii trill by extending its own 
short ohirps, and suggested that the roeselii song might be
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intearfering in a feedback mechanism by which the dwiticulata 
regulates its song outputy and thus producing a 'stutter*» 
Nonetheless, this is a strange phenomenon» Walker(1962) emph­
asized the insubordination of cricket song structure to 
external conditions, and Kutch and Huber (1970) gave evidence 
that song patterns in crickets depend mainly upon centre^.ly 
programmed phasing mechanisms inth v,ery limited modulation by 
peripheral control» It wcks in the hope of clarifying the 
probl«ns curising from Broughton's work that the present study 
was undertaken»
PRESENT STUDY
The first aim of the present study was to investigate the 
interaction which Broughton had intended to observe,, that of 
males of Metrioptera roeselii and M» braohypteran» My intention 
was to provide information on the behaviour, if any, accompanying 
the acoustic interaction, and to attempt to correlate this id.th 
the intraspecifio behaviour of males» A second aim derived from 
Broughton's observation, made in 1965'* that in o«rtain. German 
localities M» roeselii and a third speciesy M» bioolxar» could be 
found living in close proximity» If an interspecific Interaotion 
between Metriopteras in the laboratory could be of interest,, one 
occurring naturally in the field would be of much greater inter­
est,. and a visit was therefore made to the German sites to 
investigate the situation» With' bloolors brought back from Germany 
the third combination, bicolor/ braohyptera was also studledir and 
a few observations were also made on a fourth species, M» sepium, 
encountered casually in the South of France in 19^9*
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MATTÜRTATi  ^ AMD METHODS
The Insects
Very little has been published on the genus Metrioptera 
beyond taxonooy and^reeords« Zlppellus (I548) gives an account 
of courtship in M- roeselii« brschyptwra and bicolor % €uid also» 
deals with the variation of the song of bloolor i^th temperature» 
Morrle (1970) oonslders aoouatlc behaviouv in the Canadian 
sphagnorum» Howaey Lewis and Pye (1971) describe responses to song in 
the tympanic nerve of braohyptern» jLooounts of the twa Britislt 
species are given by Lucas (1920), Burr (1936) and Ragge (1969)*
Hars (1937, i960) also describes bicolor« and Chopard (1931) 
describes all four species under consideration here» My summary; 
is very superficlalt
Metrioptera (Boeseliana) roeeelii (HAGEMB»)»
The general colouration is glossy brown and although Lucas 
mentions occasional bright green specimens, I have seen little 
variation in the appe«üranoe* The male is about 16 mm* long; the 
female slightly larger* The tegmina are pale greenish brown and, 
oharaoterlstloally for the genus, shorter than the abdomen*
This is a grassland species* On the Continent it is very 
widespread, on roadside verges and on rough pastureland, but in 
Britain it is restricted, although often locally abundant*
▲ooording to Payne (1937) its normal Sssez looality is 'long 
grass between a road and a cultivated field* *• I associate it 
with daaip marshy ground in Britain, but on the Continent it seems
tolerant of quite dry situations*
The variety diluta (CHIRP*), of which two specimens were
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used in the present research, has long tegmina, passing the tip 
of the abdomen. It is much rarer than the normal variety but it 
has been reported in Bngland, by Chapman (1948)* Payne (1957f 
referring to Ragge, Menzies and Airy Shaw) and by Burr (1936) r 
who states that Blair found a roeselii colony near Benfleet in 
Essex, of which SOjt were dilute. Ramme, he adds, found a colony- 
in the Bi6J.owd.cw, forest in Poland,, of which 50;^  wore dilute.
Ramme believed this to be the focus of distribution* One of my 
specimens was found on the hills above Tflbingen and it is of 
interest to note that it had been foUncE near Tübingen previously,, 
by Krauss in 1871» 6iocording to Z6tch«r(1917)* Burr (I9IO) ^ s a  
states that it occurs neiff Tübingen» There is little informatio» 
as to why longwinged (macropterous) individueJ-s should appear 
6UDongst shortwinged Orthoptera» R6UBme (1931) examined gonadial 
sections of diluta and of normeJ. roeselii and fotmd damage in 
the former which he S6J.d accounted for its 60sumed lack of 
fecimdlty» Alexander (1957b) reports thiut the crickets Acheta 
jdeonsylvjUQiica 8Uid A»__j2ibeflW i^ll produce longwinged individuals 
in the laboratory if reared in crowded conditions on higb^ 
protein dog food»
The song of roeselii (and of diluta) is a high penetrating
(^ see fig 1 ) lU»^If the recorded
of an undivided sequence of syllables, whose rate is correlated
with the temperature. Junes (Ph. P» thesis, I966) gives a
temperatiire/ syllable rate graph for a single individual. I have
compared this with results obtained from several other rmeseliis
trill»^  song is slowed down it is found to consist A
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and was surprised to find a very tiniform resjKmse with very 
little deviation from Jones's graph«.
Metrioptera braohyptera (L«)«
The appearance is similar to that of roeselii buit there 
tends to be more green in the bady markings* Colour can never 
be trusted as a criterion of species amongst Metriopteras. but 
keys at least as far back as Stephens (1835) refer to the pale 
streikk on the perimeter of the pronotai sideflaps, which in 
roeseli^ extends right round but in braohyptera occupies only 
the hind border* This is at least a useful field character and 
I have personally never found an exception*
In Britain braohyptera is a ’^Tpicc^ inhabitant of acid 
bogs and is consequently unlikely to be found in conjunction 
with roeselii (but c*f* page 63 )«. Lucas associates it specific- 
oily with the cross-leanred heath Erica tetralix but Burr (I936) 
says that he has found it in shrubs and amongst, bog ayrtlsy 
adds that Ramme found it on the bcuiks of Lc^e Freiberg, chirping 
amongst bulrushes almost in the watery and also in Thuringia 
amongst bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillusK
A macropterons variety (var* marglnata THUMB») aceurs bothi 
on the Continent and in Brltalny but I have never found it*
The song consists of discrete chlrpsy about 2-3 por 8econd(see fig. 2) 
The mechanism of chirp production has been studied by Levis 
(personal oomnunleationy 1970)* A typical chirp contains three 
loud hemlsyllables produced by closing the tegmina« The sounds 
made by opening the tegmina are too quiet to be detected with
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the apparatus I used. For the purposes of this study I shall 
ignore these and refer to the normal trisyllabic brachyptera 
chirp*. The insect quite often produces tetrasyllable chirps 
also» €uad occasionally, other Irregularities* There is a corre­
lation of chirp rate with temperature (Jonest Ph»D» thesis,. 1966)« 
Metrioptera (Blcolo-raeft) bicolor (PHIL.)*
About the same size as roeselll and brachyptera but usu€illy-
bright applegreen, although Broughton (personal communlcotiony
I970) informs me that he has encountered individuals whose colour
was practically the same aa that of roeselli* This Is again a
pastureland species, but leas common than' roeselll and not found
in Britain* A macropterous variety (var* sleboldi) occurs, but I
have never found it*
(see fig. 3 )
The song^ls composed of compotind sequences of three-part 
(trisyllabic?) chirps,, which at high temperatures become ftieed 
Into a trill almost as fast as that of roeselii» The mechaniflon 
of tegminal movement associated with its production hae not been 
studied*
Metrioptera (Sepieum) seplum (YERSIN)*
This is a large (20—23 am>*) reddish brown insect found In 
M edit err anecui localities, living on low plants* NO) maoropterous 
variety has been reportedi* The noise,, a sequence
of twoH>part chirps which sound fhlrly discrete whatever the 
temperature* No observations have been made on the tegminal 
manoeuvres*
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Pig. 1. OBcillogram of song of roeBelii (11). Recorded 18 
September I97O at 32 degrees. Marker* 1 cycle = O.I25 seconds
* I ' c \w •• ^ Sal
f i r  f f f  f f f  j f t
V ^
S „  V ,
1
Fig. 2. Oscillogvan of song of braehyptera (11)* Recorded 16 
September 1970 at 26^ degrees. Markeri 1 oycle «0.125 «ecoBda.
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Pig. 3. Oscillogram of song of bicolor (9). Recorded 29 
August 1970 at 29 degrees. Markeri 1 cycle = 0.I25 seconds,
Pig. 4. Oscillogram of song of sepium (2). Recorded 18 
August 1969 at 24 degrees. Uarkert 1 cycle -0.125 seconds*
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Coileation of Inaects
The teohnlquee applied in the oaptiire o f bushcricketa have 
been ftindeunentallj identical fop all the species of Metriontera 
here considered« ilthougph before oonimencin^ the present project 
I had occasionally obtained individuala by sweeping densely^ 
populated stretches of grassland, I had often found’ that legs 
and antennae were lostr or broken in the process* I therefore 
decided to adopt the eethod of tracking down sin^e males by* 
their song* As the work irms chiefly concemed with the behaviour 
of pairs of males,, few fimaales were recpiired and usuallj^ su^f— 
icieut were discovered) fortuitously in the search for matles* 
Conditions of Collection
In my experience it has rarely been profitable toD attempt 
collection on cold or* rainy days* In these oirotimstcatoes 
Metrioptera is unlikely to strldulater it will, descend to the 
bases of grassolunps and if dlstui^ed will crawl further in 
rather than spring out. like an aesidld* Moisture on the veget­
ation does not appear to influence the insect's recidiness to 
sing but absence of direct sunlight- causes a striking diminution) 
in ou;tputb» Excessive wind makes it imiKUBsible to identify^ the 
sound^s point of origin* The best results were always obtained 
on hot days*
Detection^ of insects:
For some years prior to the oommenoement of this proj^ e^ot I 
i^ ad had experience of the collection of tettigomLids* I bad 
consistently found it necessary tn sensitise ayself to the
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paarticular uttAzance of the specie» for which I was searching»
I was able to do thi» onlj in the fields where the stridulation) 
appears against a background of birdsong^, songs of other inseots 
do» The recorded song, played through an ordinary loudspeaker», 
did not generally suffice to enable me to recognise the lire 
animal» After some time 1 found that aorldid and tettlgonild 
stridulations were involuntarily distinguished» only the latter 
beinc^ noticed» At this stage I might for ezample be walking 
along a country path and suddenly arrest myself in response tO' 
the sound of a tettigonild jwrhaps fifteen or more feet away to 
one side» I would then adtanoe on the insect» placing mj fbet 
circumspectly' stopping at once if the sofund was cut off » I 
would remain for some minutes motionless and vigilant« when the 
sound resumed I would continue my approach» I usually had to 
walk further than initii^ly antlcipateds the vsntriloqfuisn of 
Orthoptera is wellknown» Fabre describes ventriloq[ui«i
in the European treecrieket Oecanthus pellucene» This insect», 
which I have personally traced and captured by its song», prod­
uces a very dec^tlve effect» Scuddar' (1892)»« deal Ing with 
Orthoptera in general» suggests that the observer oirole round 
the animal as a means of overoominK its ventriloquism» In some 
eases I have found this technique useful» He also advocates 
the making of artificial 'stridulation* noises to encourage the 
insect to sing» but this h«ts never worked for me» When very 
close to the insect I would stare at the vegetation and if I 
failed to see ay quarry I wonld trample the area immediately Im
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front of ae^ whereupon It would usually jump out*. Once seen it 
would remain;: oonspicuous althoough a series of j\imps might he 
accomplished«. If I failed to uncover the insect I would depart, 
and returning ^  hour or more later I would often find that 
singing had recommenced«^
Capture of Insecta
Metriontera normally singe mnch closer- to the g r o m #  than 
genera such as Tettigonia« Ephippiger- and* the Phaneropterinesy.
if it is seen resting on vegetation neaar ground' level,, the 
most convenient method of capture is to slowly manipulate an 
inverted, glase ^ ar of about fhur inchee diameter so that its 
mouth is above the insect,, and then to thrust it suddenly* down 
as far as possible» I usually found that the insect would, leap 
upwards into the jar,, and; that if it instead descended into the 
vegetation I could disturb this either by sideways movements of^  
the jar or by raising; the jar slightly and; pulling aside the s 
stems from beneathi» When the insect was in the jar I would 
slide ay hand under the mouth and then bring up the jary right 
ity. and close it with a lid»
Other Types of Capture
If the insect was sitting on a  grass stem some way above 
ground level I might gently surround it with cupped hands whieh 
I would then bring suddenly together so as tn imprison it* I 
would then slide them up the stsm,^  learning the bushoricket 
trapped in their cavity» If the vegetation was too> prickly for- 
this I would surround the animal by a  jar ttid its lid,, and bring
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them together in the eame wagr* in Insect which wae esceplng 
could be caught In cne hand*. This was easiest done on short turf,, 
the hand being brought down on top of it^ but I was also soae^ 
times able to match an insect fix>m m. plantstem wdth case hand» 
With practice it became easy to mploj such techniques without 
damaging the captive».
Differences between Spedes Considered
is a rule M» brachyptera is somewhat harder to catch than 
M»roeselii or M» bioolor but this is in part, a conseq[uence of 
its softer song and the more prioklj environment faaROuredi» M» 
sepium was found an extrenelj difficult subject, capable of 
jumping several feet m d  immediatelj dropping intn a labyrinth 
of roots from which it could not be retrieved*
Transport from the Field
It was usufld in the present research to convey insects 
from the field to the laboratory in cardboardL boxes measuring 
10"i^ ^ x3”9. their lids being ohiefljr occupied by a gaame panel*
▲ round hole in the floor of each was fitted with a gause sleeve 
through which Insects and fbod were introduced^ and which warn 
subsequently knotted^ to prevent escape* This type of box was 
designed in the Zoology Department of Bbttingham University* la 
some oases insects ware transported in the large glass jars 
which had been used to catoh them* Metrioptera is a good 
traveller unlike some genero  (e*g* Meoonema) which may lose legs 
de* in transit*. This oan be a real problem» despite Uvarov* s 
(1928) comment that voluntsay autotomy is a doubtful phenomenon*
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Sven in the ease of the bicolor ehioh were collected in
Southern Germany In inguat 1970 and brought home by oar two 
weeks later^ still In the same bcoces,. there were few casualties* 
Diet
lío more than eight individuals would be put together into 
a box of the type described» although cannibalism is less of^  a 
problem in this genus than in some others (e*.g*> Pholidopterm*. 
MeconeiBn)» A, handful a£ leases», grasses and f 1o w m *s». not x»omm^ 
sarily firom the locality where the insects oocurred». plus some 
dry cereal and seed mixture», provided sonrishsent for several 
days*. MetrioptersL ham m wide food range*, llthough brachyptera 
is generally confined to heathland it does not require plants 
from this type of environment for sustenance*. A pure vegetal>le 
diet appears to be perfectly adequate although both roeselii 
and brachyptera (especially the latter) have been observed in 
captivity to consume the bodies of dead flies offered to them* 
Housing of Insects
Most of the time it was necessary to maintain siiq^iltax»- 
eously a large number of small, groups» or single insects», in 
such a way as to eliminate physical contact and minimise 
aicoustic contact between them* A large number of cages were 
thus required» and the simplest solution was to continue to use 
the boxes or jars in which the insects had been transported*
The cereal mixture tended to rot in the jars» which accordingly 
ware eaqdoyed as little as possible», but the boxes mare quite 
satisfactory* The food wets kept fresh by sprinkling water over
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tlie gauze lids of the boxes and it meat noted that the ocoupaots 
normallij climbed up to drink this* Whenever possible, the boxes 
were placed^ in sunlight,, as brndkorioketts veqpire radiairt heat^ * 
Conditions of Study
A distinction musii be notedi between the veorh undisrtakett< in 
1969 and- tha't in 1970* The foianer' was principallj^ conaeBnedi vdth^ 
roeselii andi brachjptsBai^ intraspeoific and interspeoifie beha«^ 
viour*^ and: was carried <mt^  ^ini two flats in different parts of 
London* The conditions availadkle at the laboratory of the City 
of London Poljteohnia weire obviously totally inappropriate to 
this type of work since the insects would hawe to be carried 
some distance from the room where thoy were housed to a q[uieter 
place where thoy might be individnally recorded,, and^  beeanse of 
the continuous risk of disturbance by other persons working in 
the building* Purther^ some recordings were aade at. ni|^t or in 
the early morning and it. was dearly,' going to be much more 
profitable to^  live in the same place where the insects were 
kept so that any unexpected events at odd hours would not be 
missed* Wonetheless,. the fists in London suffered fsoom two 
deficiencies^ admittedly to a lesser degree than the College 
but still enough to make the total output of workable reoord^ i^  
ings small* There wae a  high level of incidental noise due to 
traffLo, and a low temperature as the rooms did not face South 
and direct, sunlight was rarely encountered for long* Artifloisl 
heating,, either by electric fire or by placing an anglepoise 
laap near the recording osge„ was generally unsuccessful (c*f*
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page 39 )• The research conducted in 1$70 eas atr mj hoee in Newhancen 
(Sussex)» Here it was possible to keep the bushcriokets permsttent- 
I7 ani tables in front of Southfacing windowS|> and also to maintaian 
the recording cage in direct sunlight» The quantity of successful 
recording obtained in 1-970 eas din consequence much greater^ and thn 
quality better due to the quieter surroundin^pi» Better acoustic 
isolaticos could be obtainedL alAo>, different species being kept in 
separate rooms to reduce any effects of adaptatioae to one anothers*' 
songs»
Identification of Individuals
1 1 1 insects used were marked with one or more spots of 'Bunbrol* 
quickdrying paint applied to the pronotum» In work on Acheta 
domesticuB in I968 it was found that, such patches were easily 
removed’ unless the Integument beneath the patch had. been pmeviously 
degreased with toluene^, but in the case of Metrioptera paint was 
almost never lost. Spots were not normally applied to legs or 
antenncie as these might subsequently break off and render the 
insect unrecognizable.
Temporal Distribution of ^ewpariments
The tMiporal distribution of experiments was determined by the 
times of maximal singing a£ eaoii species» It warn found that aa 
length of time in captivity increased^ especially when little sun­
light. was provided», the portion at the day during which the bush- 
crickets madLntained continuous song^ gradually diminished* Researolt 
on the activity cycle in Orthoptera has been limited (Luts 1932^ 
Bumortier» Brleu and Pasqulnellj' 19371 Hlelsen- in press)
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Tho Metrioptera cycle is certainly much more irregular than that 
of Ephipplger». the chief subject of existing information» M»sepiu»! 
tended to commence singing in the late afternoon aoxd continue 
until about dawi, but with time it began later and later so that 
there wats progressively less ohance of obtaining good interactions 
between it and roeselii or brachyptera*- which tended to dominate 
the hot part of the day» In Newhaven brachyptera was in fact found) 
to sing all round the clock and bicolor only stopped, for a few» 
hours in the early morning, resuming about 8»30 a«m», but roeselii 
could usually be relied upon between 8 a»m» and 2 p»m» only» In 
the field I have also noticedL a diminution of roeselii song in the 
afternoon,. ixsv£ngland and Germany,, but there are always occasional 
outbursts» ilezander (1956) noted the times at which Orthoptera 
and cicadas began to sing outdoors in the evening, cmd found that 
the only consistent influence on different days was the level of 
light intensity*
It was normal in the 1970 experiments to devote the mornings 
to roeselii interactions and the afternoons to brachyptera/bioolor- 
ones^
Arrangement of Experiments
The cage in which experiments were conducted was a wooden 
frame measuring I*xl8jf*x8 '^', supporting muslin, gauze walls and a 
sheet of muslin which could be draped over the top» The bottom* 
was open and the cage rested on rough cloth to reduce echoes» 
Microphones were supported by retort stands around the cage» Thare 
was not normally anything inside the cage except the insects being
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studied» Nearly all the ei^erimentB Involved the use of tiro: 
insects». In the interspecific interactions it w m  soon realised 
that roeeelii was generally the species most ready^ to resume 
singing after- the disturbance of havings been put into the cagey. 
€md. bratfshyptera the least ready». Therefore in an interspecific 
experiment the normal procedure was to initia^y introduce the 
less vociferous slnger>. and when it vaus singing^ to cautiously- 
put in the other» It sas found that sdth simultaneous insert­
ion the seaiker singer might never begin at atlly. being apparently 
inhibited by the song of the other* It sas usual to place two 
boxes containing, singing mad.es of the 'Seadcen* species ait either' 
end of the recordings oagSy. as the experimental insect sould 
begin sooner if it could hear the song of a eonspeoific* These 
boxes sere removed as soon aus the experimentad. insect sas sing^ 
ing adequately*
Conduct of Experiments
Tso Akai high sensitivity microphones were mounted at 
opposite ends of the recording caigSy, amd then moved to suitable 
positioBS shen the insects settled dosn* This had to be done 
delicately as a sudden mov«ient of the hand sould startle a 
bushcricket and silence it* The cause of brachyptera waus espee—  
iad.ly tryingy. the sounds maide being so quiet thaut that ta 
obtaiin a good recording the microphone needed to be si thin one 
inch of the insect* It sas found that, shen a microphone saui 
held in the hand too much noise sas produced on the corretq;Km- 
ding traroky. so retort stands sere alsays «nployed* The records
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ing wav monitored on stereophottlc: headphones» NaturaUqr,, the 
further ^art the two singers were, the less crosstalk occurred 
on the tapes» Unfortunately, the most interesting effects took 
place when the insects were close together» If the distance
. . _ CA/yseparating than was over sight eon inohoo it would be quite 
usual for each to remain apparently oblivious of the other^s 
presence and sing as if alone» However, in many cases one 
insect would be attracted towards the other and eventually^ 
physical contact between the two would occur. It was important 
that no external factors should interfere with this and this is 
the primary reason for the failure of the anglepoise lamp 
experiments mentioned on page 35 • With a lamp,, only one small 
region of the cage was heated,, and both insects naturally moved 
into this region. Hod concluslona could then be drawn concerning 
mutual attraction. In spite of^  the high temperatures achieved 
the insects did not usualljr sing as much as they would have 
done in sunlight» Further,, it was not possible to discover the 
temperature of the insect as there was a strong gradient 
the bulb,, and bringing a. thermometer near the insect would 
arrest stridulation» Even with sunlight there were occasional 
problems when one part of” the cage became more strongly lUu-^ 
mlnated than another»
Documentation of' Experijaente
The objects of the experiments were to obtain tapereoord- 
ings of the songs produced by the bushoriokets and to obtain 
an account of their behaviour with respect to one another whilst
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in the cage.. As this beha^our wae often a conplex and rapid 
series of movements following a long stationary period it was 
necBssary to watch the insecta continually* I could n&t there-^ 
fore write an account of what I saw^ concuraiently,. and in any 
case the events often occurred too swiftly to be accurately' 
transcribed« Accordingly, a statement of what took place was 
spoken so as to be recorded with the singing on the tape* It 
was normal to' begin each recording by giving the time,, temp­
erature^ which insects were being used, and how far apart they 
were* In subsequent analysis it was found that the spoken 
statements abont the insects»' activities which punctuated the 
recordings were useful as markers toc' locate particular pass­
ages, although they did sometimes coincide with interesting 
pieces of stridulatiooft, rendering them impossible to analyze*
Recording Equipment
The 1969 recordings were made on an Akai X-IV fourtrack 
taperecorder, which had four speeds* The frequency response 
at i*p*B*^was £ 3dfi; 30 to 11,.CX)0 Hz«, and that, at %  i.p.s* cai/j) 
i 3 ^  40 to 20,XXX) Hm. On. the basis of other* workers 
experience with the equipment it was decided to record most of 
the routine behavioural material at i*p,a«,, giving oecas>- 
ional specimens at. i*p*s« for physical analysis* It was 
however found that the quality of the matter recorded at 
i.p*s* was often so poor that mt reasonable results could be 
obtained with the analyzing equipment, while the higher-speed 
specimens within these recordings gave excellent results*
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Accordingly, nearly all of the I970 recording were made at 7^ 
first on the same machine» later on an X—300 (also>
fourtrack» with speeds of and 7^ i*p»s*)* The frequency responee 
using the Akai microphones in connection with this machine, as was 
done, is unknown^ with a Brtfel and Kjaer microphone and a speed of 
7^ i»p«.s» it would be 3dB 30 to 24r000 He* In any' event, the 
quality is superior to that obtained with the X-IV. The tape used 
was BASF triple play* Except for one tape recorded in I969,. all 
recording was stereophonic, my objective being to obtain the songs 
of the two insects separately on sepcurate tracks*
Analyzing Equipment
Recordings were played into a Sefram * Rapidgraph * multichannel 
pen recorder, each track supplying a separate pen, the intention 
being to obtain separate traces alongside one another* It was 
found that this rarely succeeded,, as a result of inadequate pen. and 
paper speeds and of crosstalk between the tracks, which could never 
be entirely eliminated* It was therefore decided to play a single 
track into a Brttel and Kjaer level recorder 2305,. with a frequency 
range of 10—200,000 Hz' (stylus movements limited,, however^ to' a 
range below 100 Hx)* This produced a trace on waxed paper*
A speed of 1 cm*/sec.* was found work«d)le, the recordings being 
played at half speed, ta give a virttial 2 cm*/sec* time scale*
In the aroeselli/brachyptera and rceselii/bicolor interactions, 
it was usually found that a recording in which the bra^hyptera 
or bicolor had been closer to the microphone than the roeselll
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would give a good reeult* The level of the baaeline would riee 
whenever the roeeelil ' sang and the ohirpa of the other inaeotw 
would atand out above it. Unfortunately, the waxed paper 
recorde do not ahow up aufficiently clearly for ezamplea tor be 
preaented here bo an ink trace on paper haa been obtained 
uaing the aaae machine aet for 3 cm./aec»,. the tape 
being played at half apeed» (See fige 10,11,12,20 ). Some^
timea a very olear reault waa obtained alao with bicolor/ 
brachyptera interactione but generally the aimilarity of their 
ohirpa led to confuaion when both aang simultaneously.
The waxed-paper technique wae more auitable thœ^ the pen 
and ink for analyaia beoauae a thinner line waa obtained and 
meaaurement waa more accurate» Ixt apite of the deoiaion to 
analyze material from one track only, all the recordinga made 
in 1970 were atereophonic. The reaaona fbr thia were that it 
wae often impoaaible to predict whioh of the traoka would 
analyze the more clearly and that becauae the inaecta aome- 
timea walked about in the eourae of the experiment the beat 
reaulta might be obtained by uaing one track for one part of 
the analyaia and the other for a later one*. Stereophonic 
recordinga were of oourae auitable fbr uae with an oacillo- 
acope, but in practice it waa found that oaoillograma were 
not very helpful* Due to the oapaoity of the oamera, onlyr a 
very abort aeotion of a recording could be analyaed at a time 
and there wae no neana of giving a time aoale when both traoea 
were used for aignala (filmapeed ia a very unreliable indioat—
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T
Pig.lO Interaction of braohjptera (I4 ),. with dilnta (2 )^ ise© 
page 80* Note decrease in braohyptera chirp rate when dilute sin^^
-=TT--
I
Pig* 11 Interaction 6* of bicolor (3),. with roeeelii (10), <s 
page tl(,
ee
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Fig* 12 Ixrteractioa 3. ot bracfayptera (15)^  witlfc bioalor (6),. see 
page 13^  Tile teo: eeetlona are ooiKtdzmQits*
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ion;)* Further, crosstalk occurred on the oscillograms just ae 
much as with the Sefram trace a*
Rearing
Females laid their egg» in vegetable matter inside the 
boxes, and these were removed with a view to rearing, but the 
project was not carried through* Information was received from 
Dr J, c* Hasrtlejr of Nottingham University^ to the effect that 
Metrioptera eggs were much more difficult to incubate then; 
those of most bushcrioket genera* This is because they are 
very dark and it is impossible to ascertain microscopically^ 
the condition of the developing embryo> hence the time at. 
which an egg should be cooled for diapause* In addition, as 
the eggs of roeselii andi brachyptera are laid in narrow plantu- 
stona,. it is difficult to extract them from a Icffgs tangle of 
herbage* In comparison with this,, it is relatively simple to 
obtain these apecies in the field, only a  few weeks later than 
the time at which laboratory-reared individxxals would reach 
adulthood*
Petalls of Numbered Male Insects used in the Exoariwents 
Metrioptera roeselii
p(0) S- Cyprian Plage (Hérault),. Franoe. 4 Julyr,, I969. 
Swept in long diamp grasses*
r(l-6) Pomme (Pordogne),. France* 11 Julyr I969* Caught hr 
hand< in long grass on a hillside*
£(7-9) Creeksea,» Essen* 12 Septaaiber I969* Caught in 
fl^ ass jar amongst clumps of short grass and 
nettles in public car park*
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r( 10-12) Erlangen, W. Gepinany^ . 11 insist I970. Caagkt; 
by itand: in. lav herbage <m maarsby grooutd* 
Metrioptera roeeelii var* dlluta
d<l) Deane (Dordogne), Franne» 11 j\ay 1969*
Caught by hand in long grass on « hillside» 
d(2) Tttbingetti, W. Germany» 29 July 1970» Canghtfe by 
hand in long grass oar hflllalde abonKe Panora— 
aaveg»
Metrioptera brachyptera
br(l-4) Wynh Cross, Sussezr» 24 ingust; I969» Caught 
^  glass ¿mr on heather* and long grass»
^(5>-9) Wych Cross, Sussex» 24 September I969» Cau^t 
in glass jar on heather and long grws»
¿£(10-19) Wych Cross,. Sussex» 24 August 197.0» Caught 
in glass jar on heather* and long grass» 
Metrioptera bicolor^Bee fig. 21, p. 101)
bi(l-ll) Weiler-,. W» Germanjj^ 7 August 1970» Caught by 
hand amongst vildi tlosers and low herbage on 
sloping postoreland»
Metrioptera seplun
£(1-2) La Mdle (Var), France» 21 July I969» Caught 
by hand in dense low herbage»
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OBSERVATIONS
lirtraepeclflc Behaviour of MwIaw
(a) M» roBBelli 
Intro duot loin
Moot of nqr aboorvationo on nuae rivalry wore with this 
opecies* I found that if two> males which had just been captured 
in the fields or which had been oa^ed alone for several days,, 
were placed together in an observation chamberone would begin 
to sing and the otther to move towards it. Thejp would west and 
antennate one anotheramd might then move apart but would more 
frequently engage in a *bloodlesa battle",, the locser of which 
would either move rapidly csfagr,- or else fall, from its pooltion 
to the floor of the chamber,, while the other bushcricket would 
continue to sing.. This is quite similar to' the fighting recorded 
by Nielsen et al (1970) in TettAgonLa vlridisaima in the field. 
One participant, usually the one sitting, highest,, jumps after 
the other> which then drops to the bottom of the vegetatloir»
They say that they did not observe bodily contact in this 
species. A general discussion of rivalry behaviour ini insects 
is given by Richards (1927).
I have the impressicn that fighting in Tettigoniidae is 
never as violent ae that described by Alexander (1961^ see 
page 1 1 ) in crickets* Like Alexander's crickets, my Metriopterse 
seemed sometimes to modify their- fighting behaviour into 
homasexual courtship* I have seen similsr behaviour in Ephipp^ 
iger ephippiger- males, and Broughton (1995) reports seeing it
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in Platycleis affinis» (Por an example of homosexual courtship 
in roeselli see pages 51- 53)*. My observations on Ephippiger 
(made at the Laboratoire de Physiologie Acoustique de l'Institut 
National de la Recherche Agronomique, Jouy*-en>-Josas, in I96Ô) 
indicated to me that the leader tended to spend relatively 
more time in the more "agreeable" parts of the chamber,. i*e* 
those parts in which ax^ Ephippiger would rest if alone» The 
only occasions in which I have seen compárenle behaviour in 
roeselii have been when an anglepoise lamp was used to heat the 
cage» The leader would usually hang beneath the hot bulb and 
attack any insect approaching the area» In bath Ephippiger and 
Metrioptera the losing insect will retuxn many times to the 
leader but eventually remaini in the "disagreeable" region» 
Experiments
A series of tests were made with the M» roeselii var» diluta 
captured on^  11. July 196^ at Donme» A number of other rceseliis 
captured in the same field on the same day were caged together» 
The diluta was caged alone and tended ta> sing a great, deal and 
to dominate any other roeselii briefly placed with it» In mid- 
August I conducted a series of experiments in< which the diluta 
was placed in an observation cage and one of the other roeseliis 
added when the diluta was singing» Most, of the action would 
occur on the roof of the cage, from which the diluta uy«*ny 
hung» After a number of encounters the rceselii was removed and
another added» This done with eight numbered roeseliist
successive encounters are lettered»
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16 iuguat 1969 Te«p* 28-34 deg* 
let: roBselil
(a) ^eeelii climba towards dllata Airf- bruehes it with ite 
anteonaet roeselli falls to ground,, diiobs up again*
(■fr) the sane, but diluta strikes roeselii with a fbreleg 
and makes a burst of sound aa roeselli
(e) the same,, but diluta also> anteunates roeselli» singing«
(d) roeselii stops dose to diluta and waits* Then both 
5^ ®h together and fall together to ground^ diluta springs 
Immediately to roof againf ropeselil oUmbs up again*
(e) roeselli starts singing» some mutual inhibition bivt 
sound of diluta eventually^ beoomes continuous f|ttA roeselii 
stops* Then diluta approashes roeselii and touches it with its 
antennae» it falls,, and diluta staists walking around*
(f) loeselii falls apparently of its own accord»' dimbe 
up again*
(g) diluta approaches roeaelll and sings at. it» roeselii 
fhlls* No physical contact*
2hd roeselii
(a) roeselii climbs towards dilntsi* stops waits,^ them 
alternates short bursts of sound with it* Then they rush 
together» roeselii falls to ground and then climbs up again*
(b) dilnta approaches roeselii fi?om behind^ antennatea Its 
antennae„ toms and walks away*
(o) both walking meat flioa to fhoe* They rush together», 
biting» roeeelii fhlle„ dlmbs up*
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16. August 1969 Te«p. 2^34 dsg*
1st roBselil
(a) rpesslii climbs tosards dlluta aihT: bmmhes it with it a 
antannaet roeselii falls to ground^, dimba up agaiit»
(b;) the same,- biit diluta strikes roneselii aith a fteeleg^ 
and makes a burst of sound; aa roeselii
(a) the same,, bat dilnta alsa antennatea roneselii» singing.
(d) roeselii stops dose to diluta and waits* Then beth.
together and fall together to ground^ diluta springs
immediately to roof again)' ropeselii climbs up again*
(e) roeselii starts aingingi some mutual inhibition but 
sound of diluta eventually' becomes continuous And: raeaelli 
stops* Then diluta ig>praaehea roeselii andi touches it with, its 
antennaet it falla^ and dilnta starts walking around*
(f‘) roeselii falls apparently of its own accord) dimba 
up again*
(g) dilata approaches roeaelii and sings at itt roeselii 
falls* No physical contact«
¡^d roeselii
(a) roeselii climbs towards diluta;* stops and; waita„ them 
alternates short bursts of sound withi it* Then they rush 
togethert roeselii falls to ground and then oliiaba up again*
(b) dilata approaches roeselii f ^ m  behind^ antennates its 
antennae„ turns and walks away*
(o) both wdking meet face to fane* Thay rush together^ 
bitingt roeselii follsy, dimbs up*
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(d.) dilttia' approaches roeselii behind;^ airtemabesy bites 
roeselll* s hind tibiasi- turns and moves off* As it does so,. 
roeselii turns and antennates it«
(e) thej meet face to face and theni separate, diluta 
moving away*
(f) diluta comes towards roeselii from behind, trying t® 
its hind legs» Short bursts: of soEund^  by botdl^  then rceselii
turns» A strugig^et roeeelii fhlXs to ground,» climbs up agy^ ^^ T^
(g) severaL encounters in whick botk keep together
and then turning cuid walking astaj/ without ever getting close 
enou^- for physical contact» Only diluta is singing*
(hi) roeselii Approaches ddluta- from behinds diluta curves 
its abdomen downs roceselli walks over the back of diluta» 
tasting the dorsaUi. surface of diluta* s ad>damen,. and wi^Lks on* 
During this,, diluta sings several times»
(i) they/ meet face to facet diluta bends its abdomen down 
and roeselii walks over the top of it and sways dlluta turns 
and ptirsues it, singing»
( i j )  thay- meet face to: face,, both giving out short bursts,, 
and antennate* Then roeselii stops singing, and both turn amsy/ 
and move off, downwards* Then diluta follows roeselii some way,, 
then stops and turns back» Then roeselli climbs agalui*
(k) succession! of single short bursts of songs ^  Ty
^  £  plum d ( simultaneous) ^ r>. d„
¿t- £> d, d, d, then all d* Insects -j|inok apart] roeselii still,. 
dOuta wsiTklng, back and for^» Then dil^^ approaches roeselii
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and climbs on to itt ^ s s l l i  sings, then dilnta> Th«L roeselii^ 
starts to walk awajs sudden fight and roesalii drops to grounds 
sings and goes on singing; roeselii climbs up*
3rd roeselii
(a) contxnual dlluta songf roeselii approaches to 3 inches 
of dllttta bolt doas not sing. Aiita i hoar no forthem progroea.
4th roeselii
(a) roeselii approaches to withla: 4 inches of dllnta* 
Alternation of bursta. Later dilute^ adivanoea and: bending its 
abdomen downwarda dimbs on to roeaelii facing in the opponite 
direction»* Tries to touch tip of roeselii «»e sd)domen with: mouthi- 
parts* Then rceaelli mowes off amt dilnta follows it* (See page 48).
(b) dilute rushes at roeselii from behind and moes^ '» i 
jumps forwards landing on the grouztd* Then,onl7 dilnta singsf 
roeselii climbs up*
(c) dilute approaches roeselii from behind and brushes 
it with its antennaar rceselii fills, theni climbs up.
(d) both give out. altemeting bursts,, mowing together,, 
and then diluta starts ta move awagr* Than they come together 
again and anteimatat roasalii turns sway and dilute climbs on 
to it* Then both fall; diluta has fallen to a lower points it 
sings and. then dimba towards roasalii.
(e) dilute pursues roesalii and there is a strugglat 
roasalit falls, dilute aings.
5th_ roeealiii.
(a) roeselii olimbs to within 6 inches of diluta but 
does net sing; diluta sings throughout*
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19 August 1969 Temp,. 24 deg*
6th roeseliij
(a) roeaelii remaina silent at bottom of cage mhilst dilutm 
sings above«.
7th; roeselii
(a) roceselii stairts singing^ then stops* A long Interval 
and' then they meet head on and diluta singst roceselii jiimps ammy 
across cage«.
(b) diluta approaches silent roceselii* antennates and then 
jumps at its roeselii jumps toD the ground^, and then sings 
starts to climb*
(o) diluta comes down to meet roeseliit they meet head on 
and both fall to grounds diluta at <mce leaps away ttcm roeselii 
and sings, on ground*
(d) diluta aoproaahes roeselii from behind and bites its 
hind tibiae, and singsf roeselii jumps to the roof of the cage 
and then circles back towards diluta* Experiment! terminated*
8th roeselii
(a) roeselii approaches diluta antennates its #llttta 
curves abdomen dosm« From above and behind,, roeselii tries tn 
get its front legs on to diluta * a tegminai diluta straightens 
abdomen,, turns to face roeselii * which moves away* Only 
diluta is singing during this*
(b) the same thing happens againv
(c) roeaelii advances to meet diluta head’ ons they anten— 
nate, and diluta singe and turns awagr from roeeelii, bending
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ItB abdomen down emd exposing the dorsal surface, which 
roeselii tastes» Then dlluta turns to face roeselii,sstraighte­
ning its abdomen^, and then turns away,, curving it again» While 
roeselii again tastes the abdomeny diluta singst then rcBselii
ws^ks awaj» (See page 48).
(d) they meet and diluta turns, exx>08ing its abdomen,, and 
then turns back» There is a struggle and both f a ^  to the 
groimd» StilX only diluta is singing»
Other roeseliis
The male r(0),. which had been, housed: since 4 July' with a 
female captured at the same time and place,, was much more 
lively than the Domme males» When put with the diluta». both it 
and the diluta sang continually» The roeselii approached the 
diluta and then moved away and; rmnained atatlonary for a long 
time» Suddenly diluta rushed forwards,, meeting it head o m 
roeselii jumped away and remained silent, while diluta sang»
QU' 20 August a male Domme roeselii that had just^  ^copulated 
was put into the chamber with the diluta» which was singing» It: 
made no sound nor any movements towards the diluta»
When ouJ.es that have already been kept in a box together 
are put into the observation chamber they will usually sing, 
apparently ignoring one another, and if they do meet will not 
usually fight, although in one case I observed a male tasting 
another's back» The exception to this was the diluta». which 
after being confined for three days with the other Domme 
roeseliis. continued to have fights with them»
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(b) other Bpecies
The other Metriopterae have been leee thoroughlj studied' 
in this respect but my general iapression is that the intra^ 
specific behaviour of male braohypterse is less violent than 
that of roesellis» When male brachypterae are placed together 
in a box they will as a rule take up a certain position,, often 
very close together, and remain stationary for a long time, 
both singing«. The songs usually have a period, of alternation 
followed by a period of synchrony^ then more alternation &C:*.
M- bicolor flqppears to resemble rooeselii in its 'bloodless 
battles' and in these it is common for a of sque^ -^t^ p^ 
noise to be uttered during the actual struggle«- I have witness-^ 
ed this in. the field in. Germany«- The sound has also been heard 
from roeseliit in interspecific encounters, and bears some 
resemblance to the distress sounds of Ephippiger« Miss S«E«. 
Paggetter in. her work on the genus Platycleis has frequently 
noticed sounds of this kind produced during physical encounters 
(personal communication, I969)»
Only two males of M«. sepium were studied, and. since these 
were caged together,, any^  aggressive tendencies they may have 
initially possessed were lost«. If they were placed in a cage 
together they would sing in altemationi all night without 
making any attempt to approcaoh or touch one another»
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2> Sexual Behaviour
Introduction
The bending of the abdomen observed in the diluta when it 
encountered other males in some cases is veryr reeiltiscent of' 
the bending mavements made by a. male bushcricket^ abouti to 
copulate* Moreover,, the tasting of its back resembles the 
tasting of the male's bctck by the female which is a forequent 
event in precopulatory behaviour* It wilL be valuable when 
considering interap^ soifdi^ e; behaviour to» bear- in mind the 
of sexual behaviour normc^Jy: observed in Orthoptera* Tettigoniid 
copulation is described by Fabre (18^) for Deotlena 
and by Harn. (1957) for a number of species* Some details 
concerning the species here coneidered are given by- Zippelius 
(1948)* The tasting of the male's back Implies that there are 
glands in the area whose secretion attracts the female« Such 
glands are known in Gryllacrididae (Gusneyr 1947) and in the 
tettigoniid Bradyporus multituberculatus (Boldyrev^ 1928,. quoted 
by Gurney)* Chopard (1938) says they must alsoD exist in many 
bushcrickets*
Copulation of JU roeselli
I observed this several times* In one case a male was plaead 
in a box containing a female« The first sign of recognition was 
the pointing of one antenna of the male towards the female* The 
fematle approached the silent male and climbed from behind on to 
its back, tasting it* The male,, whose abdanen had been bent 
downwards in a  loop, bent the tip upwards,, evidently in an
.<^0-
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attonpt to meet the tip of the female's abdomeiXy but the female 
continued walking over the male. The male stridulated - four one- 
secjond bursts approziraatelx two seconds apart —  arwi during this 
the finale circled round and climbed again on> to the male's 
back* This time the male succeeded in gripping the female's 
ovipositor base with its cerci,. and the ovipositor witk its 
1st and 2nd legs (see fig* 13)* Copulation took 38 mixmtes 
and about halfwagr through the insects toppled on to their 
sides and lay there* Six minutes after the completion of 
spermatophore transfer the male res\imed stridulation»
Copulation in Other Species
Three other roeselii copulations were observed^ 
basically the same as this^. and in. each case the male resumed 
singing very soon after its separation from the female —  in 
the case of diluta (1) in less than two? minutes* A sepium 
copulation was alsa observeds it was similar in the relative 
position of the participants^ but less movement oxnsurred* The 
preoopulatory behaviour of' the female ^  tasting the male's 
back —  was also similar to that seen in roeselü* These 
copulations differ slightly from those I have observed in- 
Tettigonia viridiesina* Conocephalus dorsalis and C* discolor. 
where the male 3ies on his back beneath the female^- eiyxported. 
by her ovipositor, facing in the opposite direction from her* 
S i t u a t i o n s  with Two Males
When a female is put into a box contaLning two singixig 
males^ it will usually pass from one to the other», And nay mate
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with eithear, nat necessarily the one which sin^ moat, the case 
of eegium  ^a female was placed iit a box oantaining males (1 ) and
(2) at 9J.5 p*m* on 18 August 1969^ The temperature was 24 degrees 
and a red bulb was used for illumination, as ordinary electrici 
light had been obserred to cxirtaal stridulatioa* The males were 
sitting three inches apart on the end wall of the box„ alternating 
hursts of song* The female approached and reached male (1) and 
tasted the back of its abdomen,, whereupon the male sang and the 
female drawback, moved towards male (2)^ and then returned and 
again tasted (l)*s abdomen* It nextt moved towards (2) and antea^ 
nated it,, pyrsued by (1 ),, which was doing the greater part of the 
singing* The female turxed to^  (1) and antennated it,. (1) 
climbed over the female emd tasted its abdomen* This reversal of 
the normal procedure was seldom seen* After this (2) came tn dn 
most of the singing* An attempt by (1) to copulate with the 
female failedt it was shaken' off,, metking squecdcing noises* Now 
(1 ) and (2) moved very close together and the female retreated 
six inches away* It then approached (2),. moved away again, moved 
towards (1 ) and remained very close,, motionless,, facing it, for 
about 10 minutes* Then it oiroled around (1),. tasted itm id>domen,. 
walked away,, approached (2)„ moved off agKln and then back, enabl­
ing on to the back of (2)^ which was hanging from the roof* It,. (2), 
bent its abdomen into a loop and appeared to be oopulatlng with 
the female, but she suddenly pulled away^ then returned* The 
principal singer was still (2)* The time was now 11 p*m*, and 
little movement was taking plaoe* The female walked over to (1) 
and tasted its abdomen several times* I stopped the e^eriment at
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midnight »
The following two nights, another female was placed with 
(1 ) and (2), and similarly moved from one to the other, finally 
copulating with (2) on 20 August* In this case (2) was singing 
more than (1 ), but in. a similar experiment with two raeselil 
males and a roeselil female on the same day, the female mated 
with the male which was singxng the less* Again, a. monnaaent 
from one male to the other prior to copulation was observed*
Two experiments with dilute (I) and another male roeaelii 
both terminated in coimlation between the female and the dilute, 
which was the leader in thin case* As stated above (page li ) 
M*-C* Busnel points out that leaders tend to attract more 
females* An experiment with brachsrpteras (1) and (4) and a 
female brachyptera^ undertaken on 15 September I969, gave a 
similar result to the others but it was clear in this case 
that the presence of the fonale stimulated singlxig* In an 
interspecific experiment on I4 September I969 brachyptera (4) 
was caged with three roeseliis at 9*48; a*m* (temperature I9 
degrees)! by 10*42^ a*m* it was silenced by their song* A 
female brachyptera was placed in the cage at 11 a^» The maile 
resumed singing and by-1 1 * 3  a*m* was singing so oontinuausly 
that when a further eight roeseliis were added,, it still 
managed to hold out for ten minutes before being quelled*
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3» IntBrapeclfic Behaviour o:f iin-iag 
(a) M» eapiiui
The study of this species was rather peripheral andi only 
four interspecific experiments «ere madet three with roteselii 
and one with braohyptera^ lit the roeselii experiments the insects 
were placed, in adjacent boxes and a microphone supported over
In the first one, on the morning of 12 iugust I.969 at 
about 3 a.m- (temperature 25 degrees),, a box containing 1 1  
roBsellls (from Sommer,. 11 July I969) warn placed next to the box 
containing sepium (2)^ which was singing*, it first the sepium 
appeared to be inhibiting the roeseliis*. but it was itself eveei* 
tualljr silenced by a massive roeselii chorus* Examination of the 
Brflel and Kjaer level recorder's analysis of the sequence shows 
ao visible difference between sepium stridulation produced 
concurrently with roest^ii stridulation and that produced 
between roreselii bursts* Part of the recording is represented 
in fig. It can be seen that initially a roeselii burst 
silences sepium but subsequently concurrent song becomes general,, 
with TOeselii gradually singing more andi more, and sepium less 
and less* Finally sepium is completely silent*
In the two other experiments with sepium and roeselii* both 
sepiums (1) and (2), caged together, were used* On 12 August I969 
at 7 p*m* (temperature 28 degrees) their box was placed next to 
that containing diluta (1)* First the seplums uttered a. few 
chirps, then diluta began to sing continuously,, and then, inexp^ 
llcably,it stopped and the sepiums recommenced* On’ 13 August I969
iII U 1/ i* 2i IH U Zt it
r v v  \ \ \ \40 «1
H '  V  ii,'.^ ii''Si^^\5 s s s s g 3
.!T\> V'' \.'' ''J' \)i'' !)A V''  ^  ^i.^  VV ^  i-gs g g
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Fig. 14* Song output 
in sepium/roeaelii 
interaction. Time in 
seconds.
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at 8*30 p*m* the same eepiums were placed next to the box cont­
aining the 11 reeseliis used above* The t«nperature was I9 deg­
rees* Continuous song waa emitted by both species,, indistingu*- 
ishable in arrangement and syllable rate from that produced 
normally* At 9 püm* the experiment was stoppedt it was considered 
that a condition! of tolacation had come about*
A single experiment with seplum and. brachyptera was att«B— 
pted on 26 iugust I969 at 00*5^ a*m.,. the temperature being 18 
degrees* The insects,, s^eplum (1) and braofayptera (1),. were 
placed together in the recording cage and tcmo mlorophones wore 
positioned for a stereophonic recording* Unfortunately, both 
Insects walked about oontinusUy' and it was not possible to 
obtain recordings free oT crosstalk* Beoause of similaritieo in 
the song structure it was very hard to pick out on the result­
ant Br«el and Kjaer trace which sylliO^les were due to which 
insect when both were singing simoultaneously. The gener«a 
impression is of absence of any effect by one insect on the 
other* At 1*35 a^m* both insects were still singing the 
experiment was stopped*
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W  Interaction of M> roeselii ancL brachroteri^
Introduction:
I suggested earlier (page21) that these ten species eere always 
allopatric in Britain* On the continent^ this does not appear tn 
be the case* Bane (I936) found them together in the GrunewalcL 
(between the Grünewald station and the Schildhom) in 1935* Hie 
earlier observations on the differences in their habitats are 
repeated by Burr (1936) and Freeman (1937)* He found that in the 
Tirol ^eselii was an inhabitant of cultivated: ground, and was 
replaced on highwr, stony ground by braohyptera* He quotes La 
Baume who says that in W* Prussia' roeselii is found: onlj^ ixn wet 
plaoes and brachyptera only in dry,, but he adds that personally» 
in the Alps,, he has found that this law? doss noct hold* Obviously 
the significance of mj observations would be greatly enhanced 
could it be shown that interactions such as the following really 
occur in natural bushcricket population** Jones (personal
communication, 1970) informs me that he enoountered the species 
together in I970 in a German locaUty» but we have m  information 
on their behaviour there*
Eacperiments
The fundamental effect of the song of roeselii upon a  sing^^ 
braohyptera is tor slow down the rate of chirping and: events 
ually to silence the insect, completely* The behaviour accompany­
ing this variest sometimes the insects appear to ignore one 
another completely and sometimes they are attracted together*
As there was usually a stage la the inhibition process at which
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^y^fayptera would sing ooily during the pause» im the roeselll 
Bongf it was normal to silence the roeselii when no braohyptera 
song at all had been produced tùr the past few minutes* If the 
brachyptera did not resume singing within 30 seconds of this (the 
roeselii was not permitted* to sing again in this period)^ it was 
considered to be totallr inhibited* The effect of this inhibition 
would sometimes last for several hours if the brachyptera was now 
placed in a silent room, before stridulation was resumed*
Successful experiments were conducted with thirteen brachj>- 
£t«aef those numbered (1 )„ (2)„ (4),, and (7) were studied in 
1969, and those numbered (1 1 ), (I2),, (1 3 ),. (14)„ (15)^ (15)^ (17)^ 
(18) and (I9) in I970* By • successful» I mean, that both insects 
sang during the experimentt it was however only in some cases 
that effects of inhibition occurred* When; the two insects oontiis- 
ued singing for so long that I became convinced that the bracfay*- 
£ t ( ^  was capable of continuing indefinitely in spite of the 
roee^ii interference,, I would say that a state of toleration had 
come about,, and stop the experiment*
brachypteraa used' here were caged in male groups,, 
never Isolated, nor oaged with f«n«iles* 
braohyptera (1 )
30 August 1969* 9^20 a*m* Temperature 17i^ degrees* Tape refer­
ence 3*1*0* Interacting insect roeselii (1 )„ oaged previously 
with other male roeseliis*
Behaviourt Both inseots- attract one another,, reaching l^ »»,. 
but roeselii moves far more than brachyptera and! later retre­
ats 10•• away* Bventually braohyptera stops,, and then suddenlyr
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begins to move off*
Final resultt Inhibitiook of brachyptera*
Additional Noteai Histograiie 1 and 2 show the last H ^/3 minates 
of the inhibitioB]* QuanjfeLtj- of braohyptera song is plotted 
against time* As the roeselil seqtaences or their intervale are 
usually so short as to contain very few brschyptera chirps,, the 
estimation of quantity of song as a rate of so many chirps per 
second wotild be highly inaccurate* Accordingly,, the separate 
chirps represented on the recording paper have been measured 
with dividers and the sum of the ohirplengths wlthin> each 
Toeselli sequence or interval has been divided into the total 
length of the sequence or interval,, so as to give the »'percent« 
age of time occupied by braohyptera singing*» *
Several features of the histograms should be noted* Firstly,, 
the brachyptera occupies a greater percentage of the av€d.lable 
time during the silences between roeselii sequences than> during 
those sequences* Secondly,, this disparity Increases until bracby*. 
£tera song during that of roeselii hae fallen to 15ji„ after whdclk 
it occurs only in the intervening oilences,. falling there later 
to 21^ and then cutting off* After a  period of about 36 seconds 
(histogram 2) the brachyptera song resumes,, firstly in the 
silences and then also in the roeselii sequences (again at a 
lower level in the latter)* The levels rise almost to their 
former height befare subsiding as before. Finally there is a 
third small resurgence of braohyptera song„ this time only during 
the silences,, and the insect is thereafter totally inhibited*
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It should also be noted that the nature of the roeeelll 
eon« during these histograns changes, the gaps in it beoo-ing 
Shorter and further betwe«,. This has nothing to do .ith the
exactly the s«se ph«u»enon occurs when a 
•Olitary roesslii sings, see
proaote the inhibitory effort { see page US) and dictate the 
f o m  Of the histogr«., Oonparison should be aade with the 
JUstograns shown later in this section.
In sereral interactions, particularly the pres«rt one, 
counts ,ere made of the nuaber of 2_, 3- «td 4- syUabic
»«««rring during and bet,e«i roeselli . 
»«luences. it was erentually decid«l that no real correl­
ation could be established. The distribution of 2- and 4-  
eyllabic chirps is highly sporadic. In the c«xtral portion 
Of the present recording the teaohyptera song ooneists 
alibost entirely of tetrasyUabic chirps, then for no 
apparent reason it again becones trisyUabic. On the other
hand many recordings ^pear to be devoid of any but tri- 
syllabic chirps»
Ho effect whatsoever has been observed in any recording 
Of rossjlii song which c«i be attributed to the proxinity of
» tejofijatsa. A d o s e  correlation of syllable rate
with tenperature has been observed in the several individual, 
•tudied from this viewpoin* « m  the l.„i, have oonstMitly 
been very close to those shown by Jones for one individnd 
»■ »tated above (pagejo). |
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2* 4 September 1969, 10*45 a.m* Temperature I9 degrees* Tape 
reference 3*2*342i Interacting insect roeselii (1 ),, octged 
previously with other male ronselils*
Behaviour! Both insects sit still and sing*
Final result! Inhibition of brachyptera*
Additional Hotest Here also a 'resurgence* by the brachyptera 
took place before it was finally silenced* Pigs 16 and I7 show 
the arrangement of braohyptera chirps within the 20 roBselil, 
sequences immediately prior to the first silencing of braohj^ 
patera and within the I3 roBselii sequences immediately prior 
tto the second* It should be noted in the first that only at 
the very end does there appear to be a diminution in chirp 
rate during the roeselii sequence* In; the second there isr 
almost no diminution at all, just a sudden halt* The silences 
between these TOeselii sequences are too short to contain 
brachyptera chirps but in the earlier parts of the recording^, 
where they are longer,, a. considerably higher chirp rate 
during the silences than during the roeselii sequences is -e£ 
eeurse* observed*.
3» 30 August 1969* l.*06 p*m* Temperature 1&- degrees* Tape 
reference 3*3>*719* Interacting insect roeselii (4),< caged 
previously with other male roeseliis*
Behaviour! Both insects walk about without apparent awareness 
of one another*
Pima result! Toleration*
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4* 6 September 1969  ^3 p*m^ Temperature 20 degrees* Tape
reference 3 «.2*636» Int;eraoting insect roeselil var* diluta 
(1 ),> caged alone previously*
Behaviourt braohyptera* attracted to vigorously singing 
dilutas gets very close and remains there,silenced* A box 
of brachypteras brought^ into the vicinity to try and 
stimulate the brachyptera to resume is also silenced after 
a few minutes* song*
jlnal result 1 Inhibition of braohyptera*
5* 7 September I969* 11 a*m* Temperature I9 degrees* Tape 
reference 3*2*737* Interacting insect diluta (1),- caged 
alons previously*
Behaviourt brachyptera moves away from dilutar later stops 
singing*
Pinal result I Inhibition! of brachyptera*
bratchyptera (2)
August 1969* 12*35 P*m* Temperature 18 degrees* Tape 
reference 3*1*1128* Interacting insect roeselii (4)> caged 
previously with other male roeeeliis*
Behaviourt Both walk about,, apparently ignoring one another« 
Pinal resulti Inhibition of brachyptera 
2* 2 September I969* 12*48 p*m* Temperature 18 degrees* Tape 
reference 3*-l*1431« Interacting insect roeeelii (4), caged 
previously with other male roeseliis*
Behaviourt Both sit still,« singing*
Pinal resultt Inhibition of braohyptera»
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brschyptera (4)
!•. 3 September I969* 10*30 s«m* Temperature 18 degrees* Tape 
reference 3 1 4 5 0 *  Interacting insect diluta (1), caged 
alone previously*
Behaviourt Both sit still and sing*
Final results Inhibition of brachyptera*
2* 3 September I969* 11*10 a«m* Temperature 18 degrees* Tape 
reference 3*2.33* Interacting insect roeselii (1), caged 
previously with other male roesellis* A box of stridulating 
brachypteras is in vicinity of experiment to sustain^ song 
of experimental brachyptera*
Behaviourt Both sit still and sing*
Final resul]^t Inhibition of brachyptera# but experiment 
interrupted before it is totali ,
3* 4 September I969* 11*20 a*m* Temperature I9 degrees* Tape 
reference 3*2*401* Interacting insect diluta (1), caged. 
alone previously* A box of stridulating brachypteras is in 
vicinity of experdlment to sustain song of experimental 
brachyptera»
Behaviourt braohyptera. ai>proaohes diluta*. getting very olose^ 
and they circle round one another9 singing* Then brachyptera 
walks off but is eorrested when diluta sings* Then it goes on 
towards the box containing the other breushypt eraw * Then it 
returns to diluta and tries to get on to the back of its 
tegmlna but falls away and walks off again*
Final result} Inhibition of braohyptera*
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brachyptera (7)
27 Septonber 1969«> 3 a*m* Temperature 16 degrees*. Tape 
reference 3*2*1023•• Interacting insect roeselii (9)r 
caged previously with other mcile roeseliis*
Behaviour I Both walk about apparently ignoring one another* 
Eventually brachyptera gets 3” from roeselii » and then 
stops singing*
Final resulti Inhibition of brachyptera*
2» 27 September 19^9* 9*53 a*m* Temperature 16 degrees* Tape 
reference 3*2*1095* Interacting insect roeselii (7)r 
caged previously with other male roeseliis*
Behaviourt roeselii moves towards the singing brachyptera* 
then away9 and stops singing for a time* Resumes, then both 
insects move togetherthen apart* £ventua^.ly brachyptera 
stops singing and begins moving rapidly away from ropeselii* 
Final resultt Inhibition of brachyptera*
Additional Notest Fig* 18 shows the arrangement of braohy—  
ptera chirps in the last nine roeselii sequences immediat­
ely prior to the inhibition of brachypterai, but unlike figs 
l6andl7,. also? shows the arrangement wlthin> the intervening 
silences, these being longer here* The highar chirp rate 
during the silences is immediately evident and it is seen 
that after a time chirp production ceases altogether during 
roeselii sequences,, persisting only between them* As before, 
however,, no clear gradient is observed in the distribution 
within the roeselii sequences or sllencest the insect just
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stops beyond a certedLn point»
3*. 27 September 1969* 10,40 a.m* Temperature 16J- degrees» Tape 
reference 3»2»1259* Interacting insect roeeelii (8)^ caged 
previously with other male roeseliie»
Behaviours roeselii moves towards singing brachyptera» A 
phenomenon was noticed here which recurred frequently ini 
experiments where & roeselii was moving towards emother 
singing insecty that is, while it was actucJ-ly in motion 
it did not sing,, but paused frequently on the way emitting 
bursts of sound* I have also seen this of progress in
the behaviour of isolated males,, but much less frequently* 
Final results Inconclusive
braohyptera (11)
1* 17 September 1970* 9*.50 a*m* Temperature I9 degrees* Tape 
reference 13*2*448* Interacting insect diluta (2), ciiged' 
alone previously*
Behaviouri diluta. moves towards singing brachyptera* anten- 
nates it and touches it with its legs|* brachyptera moves 
off rapidly but continues singing for some time*
Pinal resnltr Inhlbitiom of brachyptera>*
Additional Notest Histogram 3 shows m. different arrangement 
to histograms 1 and 2 as there are much longer intervals in 
the roeselii song,, but there is no- jlostlfication for 
attributing this to> Inhibitioni of the roeselii by the 
brachyptera, eltheir on behavioural grounds, or from a  study 
of the roeselii chirprate made by slowing the recording* It 
would be quite normal for an isolated roeselii to? produce
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thi8 kind of song arrangement «. The long Intervals near the 
end of the histogram appear responsible for the resurgence 
of brachyptera song which occurs after the gentle slope at 
70—90 seconds* The relation of song levels during roeeelii 
emissions and silences is as before and the earlier disap^ 
pearance of the former is again seen*
2* 18 September 1970* 10*47 a*m* Temperat\ire 32 degrees* Tape 
reference 13*2*1831*. Interacting Insect roeselii (11) 9. 
caged previously with other male roesellls*
Behaviourt No movements th«y rest 1^ *' «^art*
Final resixlts Toleration*
brachjptera 12
1* 16 September 1970* 11*52 a*m* Temperature 26 degrees* Tape 
reference 13*1*887* Interacting insect: roeselii (11) 9. caged 
previously with other male roeseliis*
Behaviours Nc movements they rest 11** apart*
Finga results Toleration*
brae hypt era 13
1* 4 September 1970* 10*15 a*m* Temperature 21 degrees* Tape 
reference 9*2*1360*. Interacting insect roeselii (10)9. oaged 
eaone previously*
Behaviourr Ho movMients thay rest 15f* apart*
Final results Toleration*
2* 4 September 1970«. 12*30 p*m* Temperature 26 degrees* Tape
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reference 9-2.1718*. In*eractixig insect dilnta (2^ ). caged 
alone previously»
Behaviourt dlluta sits quiet a long time, then walks to a 
point from bretchyptera and makes three short noises, 
silencing the brachyptera•
Final resultt Inhibition of brachyptera»
brachyptera (14)
1« 19 Septanber 1970* U*10 a«m» Temperature 30 degprees* Tape 
reference 14*2.962» Interacting insect roeselii (11),. caged 
previously with other male roeseliis»
Behaviourt No movementt they rest Ij-*' apart»
Final result: Toleration»
2» 19 Sept«nber 1970*- 11»45 a*m» Temperature 30 degrees* Tape 
reference 14*>2i*l230. Interacting insect dilute (2), caged 
alone previously» (c.f- -f<J IC' 't3),
Behaviourt brachyptera falls twice to the ground from a 
point about 8” from dilutai^ noo appeorent reason* The second' 
time it clinibs up,, it reaches a point about 2^* from 
diluta and there later stops singing»
Final result: Inhibition of brachsrptera*
brachyptera (I5)
1* 18 September 1970» 9^52 a»m* Temperature 32 degrees* Tape 
reference 13*2»1349*> Interacting insect diluta (2), caged 
alone previously*
Behaviourt They rest motionless 14* apart» Suddenly braichy*-
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stops singing and begins w«aking to and fro at right 
angles to a line drawn from it to the diluta*
Final resultI Inhibition of brachyptera»
Additional Notest Examination of the recording made of this 
interaction shows the presence of numerous brachyptera 
chirps in which the syllable number and chirp length are 
greater than normal«. This phenomenon appears to be identical 
with that observed by^  Broughton in the Platycleis denticulaita/ 
Metrioptera roeselil interaction: (c^» page 17)» In table 2 
(page84) the recording is divided into successive 5-second 
periods and a breedcdown of the brachyptera chirps in each 
period is given» The results are summarised in table 4 (page 95) 
will be observed that the chirps with large numbers of 
syllables are practically all found while diluta is singing^ 
that the highmst number of syllables occ\irring in one chirp is 
I?'» and that there is a section of the recording when the 
production of ouch chirps reaches its highest level,, after 
which they become scarcer»
Histograms 4-6 show thechangeo in brachyptera song output; 
for this recording» Very long chirps (over 0»15 seconds) are 
^^dicated and it can be seen that' these occur in the region' 
30—200 seconds» It: will also be seen that there are a number 
of very long uninterrupted roeselii sequenoes,- separated by 
groups of very short ones in which brachyptera levels rise 
higher» The generic rule previoxisly observed,, that the levels 
are higher during intervals than during roeselii sequences,.
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n*rM*A
Pig-20 Interaction 1 - erf totoim>tera dllnia (2 )^  see ,
page dl*. The second section ooMMinoeo two> seconds after the end 
of the first- Conpare fig- 10-
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Table 2
This table analyzes successive 5-second periods in the 
¿rachyptera (15)/diluta(2) interaction and gives for each 
period the number of chirps produced by the brachyptera 
during roeeelii sequences and during the intervals between 
them* For each group the number of trisyllabic chirps is 
stated, and also the number of other chirps with an indic­
ation of how many eyllables thoy contain^ For example,. 
*2x4b * means »two tetrasyllabic chirps*,.
ROESELII SEQMEirCE
tri syllabic ot^her
INTERVAL
trisyllabic otfheT'
14 25
27 2x4s
31 lz4a T
15 17
16 3x6s 1z9b 12
18 4x4s lz7s 14
19 1x48 20
23 1x48 Ixds 10
35 lx4s lz9fs
31 2
26 lx4s 77
32 2x48
34 Ixlla
33 1x48
25 2148 1x6ib ?
30 1x4» 1x8» lzll8 1
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ROESELII SEQjUENCE
trisyllabic other
25 lx7s
INTERVAL
trisyllabic
3
other
34 2x4s lxl2s
34 lxl2s 1x13b
30 1x4b 1x8s 1x9b 1x11b
15 3x4b 1x6b 1x8b
4 IxlTs
3
23 2x4b
25 1x4b
29 2x4b 1x8b
19 1x4b IxlOs
26 1x5b 1x8b
20 Ixls 3x4b 1x9b
39 1x4 B
32 1x4b 2x8s 1x9s
31 4x4b 1x8b
35 1x4b 1x11b
35 3x4b
34 1x4b
38 1x4b
33 2x4b 1x5b 1x8b
30
26: 1x4b
19
lx4s
2x4s IxlOe
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R O E SE L II S EQUENCE 
trisyllabic other
12 lz4s
8
18 1x1 s
17 2x4s
21 lx4s
21 lx4s
15
4
4
no brachyptera for 20 secs 
3
lx4s
other
no- intervals for 20 sees
no' intervals
no intervals
no' intervals 
no interveJ-s
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f
does not appear to apply here except near the end, and unlike 
the earlier analyses, this one shows the final brachyptera 
chirp* being uttered during a long roeselii sequence* At th* 
silence which eventually followed this,, the brachyptera was 
totally inhibited, according to *y definition*
Pig* 19 shows an osoillagrara of a polyi^Uablc bra^jj- " 
ptera chirp^ O
2* 19 September 1970* 10, ^  a*a* Temperature 26 degrees* Tape J 
reference 14*2*0* Interacting insect roeselii (11), caged 
previously with other Bale roeseliis*
Behaviourt brachyptera walks about,, varying from 1 *' to 1 *^' 
from roeeelil*
Final resultr Toleration*
Additional Notest Polysyllabic brachyptera chirps also occur 
in a section of this recordingt see table 3  ^ on page 91 *
They beooBe rare after a time and the roeselii song; breaks 
into short bursts separated! by short intervcas* It, is not 
considered that this is due to influence by the brachyptera>* 
because solitary rpeseliia have sometimes been hecord too sing 
similarly, but it is suspeoted that this »dilution* of the 
song may have enabled the brachyptera to hold out against 
it* Because of the particular interest of the recording, the 
experiment was maintained for well over an hour, but events 
ually the recorder was stopped when it became apparent that 
no? new developments ware likely to occur*
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Table 2
This is arranged, like ‘table 2> and refers "to ‘the brach^— 
ptera (13)/roeBelli (11) interaction*.
ROESELII SECÿJENCE INTERVAL
trisyllabic other trisyllabic other-
16 18
28 1z4b 4
23 1x4» 5
17 lx4s lx6s IxlOs 18
17 2x4s &8s m
25 2k48 lì
31 1x4b lì
28 & 4 b 9
26 1x4b 10
31 1x4b
30 IxTb 1
30 4x4b
32 & 4 b
32 1x4b 2
17 3x4» Ix^ 1x7b
21 5x4b
18 2x4b
13 3x4b
24 2x4b 3
23 3
21 3z4b 3
24 2x48 4
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R0ESE3LII SEQUENCE
trisyllabic Qthetr
INTERVil.
trisyllabic other
25 4x4s 2
16 2x4» 2
23 1x4b 3
15 lx4e
12 3
8 lx4e 1
21 3x4s 1
18 2x4e 1
17 lx4s 3
10 1
12 1
20 3
17 3
6 3
3
Z
6 3
17 2x4e 3
4 5
10 6
12 3
Period of 80 seconds during which braohypte
it prodnces only I4 chirps, all trisyllabic. 20 seconds before
the end of the period, the obserrer touches roeselii, silencing
it. 14 chirps occur during roeselii sequences.
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ROESELII SEqpEMFCE 
trisyllabic other
INTB^VIL
trisyllabic
2
21
other-
5 2x5s 18
22 5
26 4
31
27 4
26 1x48 4
26 3
31
30
28 lx4s 3
29 4
28 5)
31 2z4b
27 1x 4b 1z 12b 3
28 6.
25 1x4» a
27 1x4» 6
25 2x4« 6i
26 9
23 3x4» 8
26 2x4b 5
19 13
25 1x4» 8
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ROESELII SEQUENCE
trisyllabic other
UiTERVAL
trisyllabic cth«r
19 lz4s 14
24 ^ 4 s 11
29 8
25 1x48 6
26 5
29 5
26 Iz^B 12
26 2x48 H
6
25 1x48 8
27 8
25 2x48 8
26 2x48 1x98 T
23 12
23 13
24 1x48 11
20 2x48 12
26 9
27 8
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Table 4
Summary of tables 2 and 3.
No,, of syllables TABLE X-
in brachyptera chirp* (duration 330 secs)
TABLE ^
(duration 515 secs)
roeselii sea* interval roeselii seq* inters
I 2
3 1258 321 1779 473
4 4T 3 87 II
5 2 4 2
6 1 1
7 2 2
8 14 2
9 5 1
10 1 1 1
11 4
12 2 1
13 1
16 1
17 1
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brachyptera 16
1* 19 Saptember 1970* 9»-0® a*in*. T^perature 24 degrees*. Tape 
reference 14*J**J.432. Interacting insect dilutat (2)* caged 
alone previously*.
Behaviourt Na movements they rest 9” apart*.
Final resiats Toleration«.
2» 19 September 1970« 9«*40 a*m» Temperature 24 degrees*. Tape 
reference 14»1*1736*. Interacting insect roeselii (11), caged 
previously with other male roeseliis*.
Behaviours No movmients they rest !•’ apart*
Final restats Toleration*
brae hypt era 17
1* 20 September 1970* 9*J-0 a*m* Temperature 27 degrees* Tape 
reference 14*2*1725- Interacting insect dilute (2)« caged 
alone previously*
Behaviours Nor movements they rest 10” apart*
Final results Toleration*
2* 20 September I970* 9*30 a*m* Temperature 30 degrees* Tape 
reference 14*-2»19^7* Interacting insect roceeelii (11), caged  ^
previously with other aule roeseliis*
Behaviours No movements they rest !•' apart*
Final results Toleration*
brsushyptera 18
1# 20 September 1970* 9«45’ s*m* Temperature 30 degrees* Taj»e 
reference 15«1«0* Interacting insect roeselii (11-),. caged
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proviously with other male roefleliis«.
Behaviourr brachyptera contimuaiy moves about, between: 1»' and 
li* from roeselii.
Final result! Inhibition of brachyptera»
Additional Notest Histogram 7‘ 1» an illustration of the *wear<^ 
ing down* effect produced by a long roeselli sequence upon the 
brachyptera level in the succeeding intervali this has fallen 
to about 33^* There is no further singing during roreselii 
sequraces, although a resurgence phenomenon is again observed*.
brachyptera 19
1» 20 September 1970» llL*05 a.m» Temperature 32 degrees. T«^e
reference 15*1*511*. Interacting insect roeselii (11), caged 
previously with other male roeseliis*
Behaviourt brachyptera rests 1^ *' from roeselii*. then begins 
moving further away and ceases singing»
Final resultt Inhibition) of bracbyptera.
Additioneil NotesJ Histogram 8 shows the usual features, 
including a resurgence phenomenon, but as with brachyptera 
(15) the last chirps are produced during roeselii song.
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previously with other male roeseliis»
Behaviourr brachyptera continually moves about, between 1 •’ and 
1^* from roeselil.
Final result! Inhibition of brachyptera^
Additional Notest Histogram 7' is cm illustration of the *wear<^ 
ing down* effect produced by a lon^ roeselli sequence upon the 
brachyptera level in the succeeding intervali this has fallen 
to about 33^* Thare is no further singing during roeselii 
sequences, although a resurgence phenomenooi is again observed»
brachyptera 19
I'fc 20 September 1970** Ui»05 a«m» Traiperature 32 degrees* Te^e 
reference 15*1.511* Interacting insect roeselii (11), caged 
previously with other male roeseliis*
Behaviourt brachyptera rests 1^ »' from roeselii.. then begins 
moving further away and ceases singing.
Fxnal result: Inhibitioot! of bract^yptera^
Additional NoteaJ Histogram 8 shows the usual features, 
including a resurgence phenomenon^, but as with brachyptera 
(^5) the last chirps are produced during roeselli song*
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(o) Interactioni of roeselli and M> bicolor
Field Obaervatlons
As stated on pa^ e^ 18,, an expedition was made in July^ 
August 1970 tor tile German, sites whBT9 in 1965) Brcaighton had 
found these two species living in close proximity. M. roeselii 
was fouztd to be very abundant in the Ttibingen region but 
bicolor was not in evidence in Broughton's original locality^ 
and a general, search of the are» was therefore undertaken» It 
is possible to become sufficiently sensitized to the stridul»^ 
tions of bushcriokets te recognise species in neighbouring 
fields €ts one passes along the road in a vehicle» freeman 
(1938) says that cycling around in Sssex is an effbctive way 
of finding rooeselii,, and I myself found in Germany,' that I 
could distinguish this species very clearly from my car am I 
drove ad>out in search of bicolcM?» I eventually' discocvered a 
bicolor oommunity of the type I required on send-agrlcultitral 
land about 1 kn» from the village of Weiler (see fig» 21),, 0» 
the Rottenburg^ Hechingen road* Fig» gives an approximate 
idea of the distribution of Metriopteras in the are»» At the 
top of the hill it vae bonztded by woodland (in the only
tettigoniids heard were some Pholiidoptep» sp»), and on the 
other three sides by » pure roeselii population) ihioh' haul te 
some extent ixifiltrated Iniia) it» Most of my work was done in 
the strip of vegetation alongside the track (areas A^ B^ C,. 
a and H)» This was mixed grassland^ Ohiefly Braohypodiun ap»^ 
with frequent clusters of Horseshoe Vetoh (Hippocrepis oomoe»)»
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•• Edge of the Weller road at the junotion: with the track 
shown on fig^ 22 * The wLev faces Northeast:» The herbage itt the 
foreground contains » dense roeselli/blcalcir mixturef; the short 
grass further back contains mostly bicolor.. Im less abundance»
* Area facing. North» yield nethod for reoording twnr 
interacting insects stereophonioslly»
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Hardheads, Black Knapweed, Planicdn and Bird»'s-foot Trefoil were 
all very abundant, and to a lesser extent Lady^s Bedstraw,. 
Hogweed, Rest^fleurrow and Tufted Vetch occurred» There were many 
acrldids,. and also Gryllus canrpestris and Naiwibius sylvaticus» 
On the opposite side of the main road Tettigonia viridissima 
was heard, but not in the ccrea itself» Becticus verrucivonte 
found in areas C and G,< and twn males ten feet apart often 
appeared to be duetting acroes an expanse of stridulating 
Metriopteras«
I attwpted to make stereophonic tape recordings of 
bicolor/roeselii couples but varions factors complicated this» 
Near the road the greatest mixing of species occurred, bu't 
here traffic noise tended to> spoil recordings» When a suitable 
occasion was available, it was not usually found that merely 
a couple of insects would be interacting» There were always 
several individuals,, and the principle of the muturi sustain^ 
ing of song mentioned above ±n connection with brachyptera 
(page 74 ) appeared to operata* Nearly all the bicolor/roeselil 
couples heard were four feet or more apcurt» In a week's 
observing,, five couples were found three feet apart, one 
couple two feet apart, one eighteen inches apart and. one six 
inches apart» The latter was in a small dense mass of' veget-^ 
atlon at point X (fig* 22'.)* Here the population was cdmost 
pure blcolor except where suolr clumps of vegetation or bashes 
did arise» Although roeselii lived on quite short grass outside 
the experimental areay it seemed to me that here a number of 
Individuals mij^ be islanded in s bank of Horseshas Vetoh,
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and that a state of toleration not; elsewhere developed might 
come about* The pair two feet apart were here also, and it 
was clear that their songs were affecting one another,, because 
one would begin when the other stopped* With a couple three 
feet apart in area A,, it seemed that roeselii was inhibiting 
the stridulation of biooLor*. With the couple eighteen inches 
apart^ whichi were on an isolated bush at point roeselii 
seemed to bo inhibited by bicolor* When bicolor ceased,, roeselii 
began to sing* Twice I touched bicolor with my finger,, stopping 
it, and roeaelll at onoe stridulated* Their bicolor jumped to a 
poimt^  ^one foot fromi roeselii,. and then again a further six 
inches away* Then roeselii jumped about one foot further off .
Silent male bicolors were several times observed ymrjr 
close to singing roeseliis and I assumed they had been attracted 
and then inhibited* I tried to' set up interactions by placing 
one insect close to another and found that bipolar would 
ustialXy remain where it wae placed,, but roeselii. generally much 
more active, would always move further off* Placing bioolor 
amongst singing roeseliis* I heard it begin to sing twice out 
of eight attempts,, but the recordings ohtaised were unimpressive* 
Two insects seen in jjxea G,. three feet apart,, showed a 
curious f o m  of behaviour* They" were alternating short {2 sees) 
bursts of song, the temperature being 33 degreea^ andi the 
roBBelll began moving towards the bloalor until foet away,, 
stopping to sing (and inhibit bicolor  ^on the way foitr or 
f^^® times* During this process the bipolar moved round the
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grass stem on. which it waa sitting,, so that the stem was 
between it and the roeeelii» It then resumed singing both 
continued for some time in this positionw It seooed th«^ the 
stem * 8 acoustic shielding was allawiag the bicalor to tolerate 
the song of the nearby roeselii»
Whilst staying in thia part of Germany^ I was informed by^  
Professor A* Faber of Tübingen that a mixedl bicolor/roeeelii 
populiation could be found on a h m  aboste Pfullingeny which I 
therefore visited» I found that this was a higher and more 
exposed locality than the Weiler otts„ with very short turf 
amongst which ocoasionalL Metriopteras were found* The density^ 
of individuals was very low^ . however,, and although I heard 
soee intraspecifio stridulatory exchanges,, I never heard aagr 
interspecific ones* This strengthens my suspicion that 
interspecific behaviour in the oaours only when populi^
ation pressure forces Individuals to rseain 'uncomfortably^' 
close to sne another*
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Laborstory Obeervatioi»
None of the field reoordinge abtainedi waa of & very vh ^  
quality * I had. not attempted to mark inaecta in the fieldt in 
the first place there were ao many that the ohanoea of re-^  
encotmtering an individual in another interspecific interaoction 
were small^ . and secondly, it was often impossible to get a 
proper look at the buahcricketa firom whiohi I was recording,, 
let alone toD capture both for maricin®i. Consequently I was newer 
sure whether or not the sane insect: had been recorded! more than 
once«. It was deoided therefore to coHeot a number of bicdors 
and to work on them at hone under' iw>re rigorous conditions* I 
Qonsldered obtaining speoimens of roewlii from the sane 
ityw This would have increased the validity of my eaqperinents 
as approxlmationn to field interactions but it wouldi have neent 
keeping the two speoiee close together for about: ten weaken 
1 wae reluctant: to dn this.,, fearing a. possibly enduring effect 
on the behaviour of bjoalor witb reepeot: to roestíti • I ±¡^  
faot collect roseelile in Germany^ fron Erlangen,, but this was 
alnost imnediately before ny departure^ and they were not inutg; 
with the W^ler bioolors*
Eleven of the males — numbered (1)^11.) — were
tested against roeaeliis* They were first kept in twe> groupa 
in the cardboard boxes wherein they had been transportedi» iftar 
testing they were oaged singly and about: a wsek later sons were 
retested* They were then oaged with fenalee^ each box holding 
one male and one finale, for about a week,, and tested
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Finally, the femstlea «p«re remwred; and the males all^  oa^^
together for about a week and then reteated once more» lJ>ile8s othervlae
stated,, the bicolor always start» singing before the roeselii» blcolor ( 1) ---------------
Previously caged with other males»
1«. 24 August 1970» 1 1 » ^  a*B» Temperature 21^ : degrees» Tape
reference TJL.453» Interacting insect dilaita (2)^ caged‘
alone previously^«.
Behavlouri They sdt stilH about: 1." ap«urt» Whoeoi bioelor steps 
it is revived by bringing a box of stridulating b±calars 
near the cage, but when this is removed dilute silences it 
again,, and it moves off«.
Final, result t InhibttlQni of btcodLor»
Additional Hotew Histogram 9 apart from ons unusually 
high level during roeselii song^ not unlike a braohyptera/ 
roeselii histogram» The percentages are similar,, there is 
a regular desonnt: and a resurgenoDS,. and the last: sounds of 
the bicolQr are arrested by the ra-entry of ropeselil» Itt 
will however be found that iui most: of the suooeeding 
histograns levels are oonsiderably higher^ the song of bio- 
olor being far more oontinuotts than that^ of braafay^ptera»
Previously oagedt withi a female»
30 August 1970* Uu40 sun«. Temperature 24 degress« Tape 
referenoe 9»1»1185» Interacting insect: roesslii (10)„ 
caged alone previously,'»
BehssAourr No> moDrements they eit about 1*' apart»
FAaal resultf Toleration^
3» 30 August 1970» 12»19> P«m» Tamperaifeure 24 degrees» Tape
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reference 9*-1*1369» Interacting insect diluta (2). caged 
alone previously*,
Behaviourt bicolor monies about, approximately 9" from diluta*
They alternate short burstsi eventually diluta is silenced*
Final results Inhibition' of diluta*
Additional Notest The same insects were used here as in inter­
action 1*,, but there it was bioolon that was inhibited* The 
two species seem more evenly matched than rcteselii and brachy*- 
ptera and it is therefore commoner to- find situations where each 
is able to tolerate the other’s presence* However, the inhibitiom 
of roeselii here and elsewhere does not appear to: Involve any 
song modification^ The syllable rate, which,, in the absence of any 
grouping intO) chirps, might perhaps have been expected to slow 
down like the chirps of braohyptera* in fact remains constant* 
Interruptions by roeselii jnst become less and less frequent,, and 
finally stop altogether* It. should bo added that when a bicolor 
was really singing vigorously,, it was usually necessary to have 
a box of singing roeseliis in the room when- introducing the 
interacting roeselil, so as to facilitate its starting to sing*
4* 7^ September 1970* 11*22 a«m* Temperature 34 degrees* Tape 
reference U*1^^9*^ Interacting insect roeselii ( 11) «. caged 
previously with other male roeseliis*
Behaviourt roeselii moves towards bicolor. and they begin to 
antennate* Then bicolor moves off and roeselii moves to a
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polnti where it is shielded by a piece of ccurdboard from 
bicolcor  ^Then bioolor moves further away but contixnies 
singings
Final result» Toleration^.
7 September 1970* Hfc38 Temperature 33 degrees. Ta^e 
reference 13ul«£72. Interacting insect, roeselii (10)„ 
caged alone previously*
Behaviour I roeselii moves towards bioolorr bioolor sings 
and roeselii falls off roof,, then returns silent to bicolor. 
which stops singing and brushes roecrelii with its antennae,, 
making short squirting noises and kicking at roeselii> w M a h  
jumps away. I then remove roeselii jB!rom the box and replace 
it at 11*53 a*m* The Insects now sit !•' apam^ t sing 
continuously, apparently ignoring one another*
Final res\iltt Toleration*
6* 7 September 1970* 1*40 p*m* Temperature 35 degrees* Tape 
reference 11*1*1423» Interacting insect diluta (2),. caged 
alone previoasly*
Behaviourt diluta is the first insect to,^ sing* They rest 8** 
apart and eventually diluta is silenced*
Final resultt Inhibition of diluta*
Caged again with other males*
T» 13 September 1970* 11*15 a»m* Temperature 27 degrees* Taqpe 
reference 12*1*1246* Interacting insect roeselii (11)^ oaged 
previously with other male roesellis*
Behaviourt The insects are about. 9** apart but biooi^ seems
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to be trying to escape from roeaelii although it keeps singing» 
Final result» Toleration»
8» 13 September 1970» 11»98 a»m» Temperature 24 degrees» Tape 
reference 12»1»1498» Interacting insect diluta (2)^ caged 
alone previously»
Behaviourt bicolor» originally 1* away^ moves to a point 8** 
away9 then goes back and rests»
Final resultt Toleration»
9» 13 September 1970» 10»10 a»m» Tonperature 18 degrees» Tape 
reference 12»2»0» Interacting insect diluta (2)9 caged alone 
previously»
Behavloxirt No mov^nenti they rest 6** apart»
Final results Toleration»
bicolor (2)
Previously^ caged with other males»
1» 22 iugust 1970» 11»00 a»Jn* Tenperature 20-28 degrees» Tape 
reference 6»1»44«> Interacting insect roeselii (10) 9. caged 
alone previously»
Behaviours bioolor begins singing after roeselii and partially^ 
inhibits it9. then pursues it» They antennste and walk apart9. 
then come together and remain so 9. antennating» Eventually 
bioolor stops singing9 b«ut it rasumes when a box of singing 
bioolors is brought near» This is then removed» Suddenly 
bioolor moves awey to 6**^ and soon after this stops singings 
Final results Inhibition oet bioolar»
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PreyiCHaaly' cage4 alone
2* 26 August 1970*. 11U55 »«m* Temperature 25> degrees* Tape 
reference 7>2*4* Interacting insect: roesellid O K  caged 
aloote previously*
Behaviourt The insects move very close together rest* 
Eventually bicolor just stops singing»
Final resultt Inhibition of biooiLar*
Previously caged> witli a^  female*
3* 5 S^tenber 1970* ID*10 a»m* Tonperature 27i-3^ degrees*
Tape reference 9*2*1796- Interacting insect rcpeseliKlO)* 
Caged alone previously*
Behavlourt rores^l appears very agitated), and keeps walküng 
and jumping around but hardly sings at aLL^ perhaps because 
bicolor is singing so much,, despite the use of a box of 
singing roeseliis in the vicinity*
Final resultt Inhibitian of roceselii*
4* 3 Septanber 19^0* X1a40 a«Ji» Temperature 34 degrees* Tape 
reference 9«»2*1888* Interacting insect roeselii (111),, caged 
previously with other mc0.e rasseliis*
Behaviourt Both move together and apart several times* The 
first inseot to sing was roceselii*
Final resultt Inhibition of roeselii*
3» 7 September 1970* 10*1D a«m* Temperature 33 degrees* Tape 
reference 10*2*1520* Interaoting insect diluta. (2),, caged 
alone xnreviously*
Behaviourt diluta is still}* bicolor emlks about a little* 
Distance averages 1"*
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Final remiltt Toleration«
Caged atCBln. with other males>
6«. 13 September 1970 « 9«^^ cum* Tifiperature ld*-25 degrees* 
Tape reference 10u2*191% Interacting insect dilnta (^«. 
caged alone previouslj*
Behaviourt djlnta moves to a point 2** from bioaloa»» but
this could be interpreted ae attractiosc tOD a warmer part
of the cage». Then bicclM? moves down to it thej- meet
face to face* Thegr/ k e ^  meeting», antennating and movdLng 
apartf dilute takes time to begin singing well*
Final result t Toleration*
7* 13 September 1970* 10*40 e*m* Temperature 29 degrees* Tape 
reference 12*1«j£ ^ *  Interacting, insect roeselii (11)». caged 
previously idth other male roeseliis»
Behaviours I tried this twice with: roeselii- singing firsts 
8** away» and on both occasions roeselii inhibited bioolor» 
which began to move away wheaii it stopped singing* I then 
tried it with bicolor singing first». 4" away*
Final results Toleration*
Additional Hotest See histogram- 10* The inhibition of 
bicolor takes place during a very' long uninterrupted 
roBselii sequence», w M o h  would not have been produced had; 
roeselii not had a good irtart* Levels are again rather low* 
0* 22 September 1970 » 9«3$ a*m* Temperature 21 degrees* Tape 
reference 15*1*1026* Interacting inseet diluta (2)». oaged 
alone previously*
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Bg^vicmrt The aileirt diliita movea to a poiat^  ^1« firom the
Binging Mcoiori, foUoae it when it movea off^ and anten-
natea it,. The bicolor oirolea round and antennatea the
dilute from behiadi dilaita tuma and antennatea bioolor..
which dropa back making clicking aounda.. Then diluta movea 
off„
Finaili reaulti Inoonolueiue*
22 September H97/0. 3HU25- Temperature 22 degreea* Tape 
reference l-5*JUli230* Interacting inaect raeaelii (11.), 
caged previoualjr with other mcae roeaeliia^
Behaviourr The ailent itaeaelii approaohea the aingitig blo^Ti^ 
and antennatea it|- then aita atill,, ailent,, 2« awar.
Final reaultt Inconcluaiwe*
ID. 25 S e pteaW 1^70. 10.30 ajn. T«mp«ature ^  degreea. T ^ e  
refaraoes I5.2J.715. Interaating Inaecfc roeaeUl (11.),. 
caged previously with: other male roLoaeliia*
B^ehaviourt They ait atill ^  apart*
Final reaniltr Inhibition, of bicolor*
Id^.tional Hoteat This ia an inhibition with twc reaurgenoea 
which were brought about artificially when the roeeelli ana 
ailenced to aee whether the biooior would reaoiie,. ae e teat 
for total inhibition (e e e  page 64 )* The eftecta are ahown 
in histogram 1 1 * in the firat resurgence the bicoior seems 
to have been almost totally inhibited! aa soon, ae the roea^ 
elii remmes it ia conpletaly^ silenced* In the aeoend,. 
however, it spears to have recovered, and as with hiatogram
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10 a long uninterrupted rojeaelii sequence finally quells itu 
I have divided this into sections to show the variations in 
bicolor level in different parts- The descent in the latter 
part is typical of much that we have seen but. the really 
interesting feature of the second resurgence is that at 
first bicolor is only prepared to sing in the interveas 
between roeselii sequences^ and then it develops a rising 
level of tolerance, singing for approximately 125 ,^ 22% and 
37% of the time diuring roeselii song-
«*»
bicolor (3)
Previously caged with other males«
1 -  22 August 1970- 1-20 p-»- Temperature 30-31 degrees- Tape 
reference 6-1-771* Interacting insect roeselii (10),. caged 
cdone previously-
Behaviourt At first a box of singing bicolors is near the 
cage but the bipolar moves away from them,, towards the 
roeselii,. and antemiatee and pushes past it- Eventually it 
rests 1” away, antennating- The roeselii is silenced- With 
a box of stridulating raesellis it. is twice made to resume,, 
but is then silenced again^
Final resultt Inhibition of reeselii- 
Previously caged alone -
2 -  27/ August I97O- 9*40 a<-n- Tsmperature 22-24 degrees- Tape 
reference 7-2-685- Interacting insect roeselii (10),caged 
alone previously-
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Beha^doiirt roeselil walker abowb^. mrt singing muedfc; blcBaloar 
advances frosa. 1.' to 6** awtajr and thra. rests*
Final resultt First roeselii inhibited, then bicolor*
3» 2d iugunt 197/0 • 9^30 a*in* Temperature 25" degrees* Tape 
reference 8*l«.8lO» Interacting insect diluta (2),. caged 
alone previously*
Behaviourt bicolar moves towards dilnta butt suddenlj stops 
moving: when diluta sings,, then goes on* Reaching diluta it 
sings,, moves off,, and is itself silenced* It. resumes its 
song when a box of singing bioolors is brought near* Then 
diluta moves to a  point 2^' €snqr» then retnms to a point/ 1** 
away* They- meet head: ont then bieolQr nuraes arnmy^  «»d stops 
singing* It is restarted as before* Then dilecta gete so 
close that its tegmina tbuch bioalorfc The insects stay' 
togethsr antennating* Suddenly- dllnta makes a sound and 
starts moving off n^idly^,, then jumps awey^ bioolar- goes 
on singing* This looks very like courtship behaviour*
Final result» Inconclusiwe*
4* ^  ittgttst 1970» 11*10 a*m* Temperature 32 degrees* Tope 
referenoe 8*1*1078* lateraottng inseot diluta (2),. osget 
alone previouely*
Behavdourt In contrast to. the preceding ei^eriment,. diluta 
is put first intO) the cage, end allowed ta> sing before 
bicolor is introduced* The latter appears very agitated 
and jumps ohouft emitting short buorats of sound*
Final results Inhibítion of bicolor*
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5* 28 August 3I970* U*.30 a*m* Temperature 30 degrees*. Tc^e 
reference 8*i*1120* Interacting insectt dilata (2)^ caged 
alone pre'viQualjj^ *
Behajriourt This time the bicolor is put im firsts as usual* 
Initialljr iti mcvas to a point 4*» from dilaita* them t® one 
15^ awagr* The sougs of hcth: then' hecome continuous*
Pinal resulLtt Toleration*
Preuiouely oa«sd with a female*
6* 6 September 1970* 10*10 a*m* Temperature 29 degrees* Tape 
reference 10*1*43% Interacting insect roeaelii (ID)«, caged 
alone preuiousl^* f - ^ j  ^ ^ 3).
Beha^Qurt rceaelii walks tawards bicelor* antennates it«, 
walks off }: M c d o g  itowes towards roeselii., stops singing«, 
then moves airagr again^
Final resulti Inhibition of
7f* 7 SeptMtber 1970» 10*3^ a4js» Temperature 34 degrees*. Tape 
reference 11*1*0*. Interacting insect dii^ «<fca (2)«. oaged 
alone previouelgr*
Beha^curt bicoloir walks aboutf^  diluta remains still »««i 
then abruptlj stops singing* This dhesn't seem like iaMbitiott)* 
Pinal resultr Tnaonelusiwe*
Caged again with; other males*
%  15 September- I9TO* 11*42 a*m* Temperature 27 degrees* Tape 
reference 12*2*763* Interacting insect diluta (2^)«. caged 
alone previaualgi^ *
Behavlourt Bod mowementt thej elt still 6" «part*
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F ln a l rewtlLit InM 'bltlcni &t
9» 24 Septeober 197/0» 11»00 a*Jt» T aip eratu r« 31 de^grees» Tap« 
re£«rei);oe 15»2»893» lataccaclJing iaciaet r « « 8 « lil  (11)». oag«d 
pretdcnisl]^ vLtk o4£ter n a ie  aw reasllig»
B « ha« ion rf M coilttr»  ia d t ia i l l j^  IJ)** 1&»]b p « « a « ll l» m o ^ s  3** 
QlftB«p and: tlfeer«a2l!!1(«3r doe« ao it no««»
F in a l re a n ltr  TolenatioBi»
bicactlor (4)
Pre«i<m «ly caged with!
1* 23 1970* 9^03, a*»» Tenperattura I9  dagpeea» Tap«
referenfi« 6«1»1133«^ Intaracidnig ln««o/tD dtUaiia ( 2)» oacr*d 
alon« praidostialj^»
Thajp* n««ti; ataitiQnaucjr 1** «parti» x  Eruddan diluita 
'buirslL aatlnoid«« «dldi: a ju^;> Ìk9&' “MontJifty a.- point fuartheir 
a«aj» Lator dllmtia «in®« I«««» tlion noi««« off». «lloiKt»  ^
Fin al roaultt laliiLbditiQn d iln ta »
Pr«iBionaly- ea««d aJuanii«»
2» 26 ingnat; 1970» 3i2»30 p»n» Toiaparatn r« 32  dsgr«««» Tap« 
r«f^«r«nffi« T»2»49^» Intaraoting ilwaott i» « « « lli  (10)». eag«d
alon« pr«¥iou«lj^»
Bahanlourt Ncr> aovemontbr r«a t 1* apaort*
F in a l r««ult< Infaibitiotti «T btoolar».
Additional Fctt««f Histogran 12 «how« a topical inhibition 
oiT bdLooJiOr no«— lii» ad.tin nor« bioolaay «oi^ in imbstraal«
than inn r««««lii ««quanoBea», a ditolin« toward« th« «nd». and
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a final loner rooaelii sequanoe dttrln«r nthich: the hicolor 
soner finally ceases •.
3» 27 August 1970» ll.*00 ajQi* Teiaperature 30 degrees* Tape 
reference 8;*1»970* Interacting Insect dlluta (2)». caged 
alone preuiously..
Behavloun In a pause In the blcttiLar song:^  diluta begins 
singing* Then, blcdoar^ noves rapidly towards dllnta and 
suddenly ;)inBQ)s to a point 2** away from It^ ahA is silent*
Final, resultt Inhibition of bicolor*
Pre^ioBiely caged with a female*
4* 6 September 1970* IO*35> a*n)* Tasperature 30 degrees* Tape 
reference 10*1*1024* Interacting insect rceselii (10)^ caged 
alone previously*
Behaviour« They sit still 1*' 8” apart*
Final result« Toleration*
9^ * 6. September 1970* 11*30 a*im* Temperature 24^6 degrees* Tape 
reference 10*1*1600* Interacting insect reeselii (11)* caged 
previously with other male reeseliis*
Behaviour« The blcolop- moves towards: the roeselii« both are 
singiug* Later bicolop- walhs away»- then jumps further», silent* 
Final result« Inhibition of bicolor*
Additional Notes« The beginning of histogram 13 resembles 
histogram 11». but the bioolor manages tn hold out through 
the long roeselii sequence». adPter which the roeselii song 
becomes very intermittent and the bicdor output rises »often 
to 100^ for both roeselii sequences and intervals* In this part
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of the trace each roeselii sequence,- and each interval, are 
usually only long enough to contain one bicoiLor chirp» Because 
of the ehort distances,, calculation of the percentages is much 
less accurate than elsewhere and the value *100 is highly 
approximate» The last bicolor emission is a resurgence during 
a long roeselii sequence»
6» 7 September 1970» 12»30 p»m* Tonperature 35 degrees» Tape 
reference H»l»1150» Interacting insect diluta (2),. caged 
alone previously»
Behaviourt No movements they sit I*' apcort»
Final results Inhibition of bicolor»
Caged again with other males»
7» 16 Septonber 1970» 9»33 a»m» Temperature 21^ - degrees» Tape 
reference 12»2»968» Interacting insect diluta (2), caged 
alone previously»
Behaviours Obviously some inhibition occurs,, but not enough 
to completely stop bi color or diluta» Eventually bicolor 
approaches to 6'* of diluta» and then' retreats tc 1* away» 
Pinal results Toleration»
8» 16 Septoober 1970» 10 a»m» Temperature 30 degrees» Tape
reference 12»2»1498» Interacting Ixweci roeselii (11)r caged 
previously with other male roesellis»
Behaviours roeselii approaches bicolor and antennates its 
bioolor jumps tc a point^ 8^  amay and rests there»
Final results Toleration^
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9- 23 September 1970. II.I5 m.«. Temperature 29 degree.. Tape
referettoe I5.I.I700. lateracrtiag imiect dilnfta (2)^ caged 
cilotte preuioucdj^.
imtialljr thaji res« ID” apart, them, ailnta ounms 
8" further amf and resta agalik.
Final reareilty Tderatloob.
10. 24 September I970. II.30 a«A. Temperature 31 degrees. Tape 
reference 15'*2*J485* IttteractdLng Ingect rceeellii (11)^ etagecE 
preuiQuel^ uitlfc ether male roeeelHB.
BehauioMTt Thej^ sit still 3^  «^art.
Fina^ resulti Teleratlen^
bicaeler (5>)
PreelQusliB>
1% ^  Ingust 1970. 1 1 .1 5  nJfc» Ten^eratnre 26 degrees. Tape 
reference 6.1.1367. Interaetlag Inspect: roeselll (10)^ caged 
€J.cnke preicLeumlj^.
Behauieurt At first reeselll appeare te be inhibitedi but 
it reoemers. The Ineeeta rest abant 1* apart. Jot- attempti tm 
test 'aooustift sMeldlhg* ( s e e .  page 10?) bj^  pladag bioaaler 
oir an upright etear dees xwt succeeds blcolaar remaina on the 
side of the mtem towairds rctes*!*».
Final resulti Tderatioib.
Preuiouelj:' caged alone.
2^ » 2T inguet 1970* IOJL5 tbmMm. Temperature 24^ degrees. Tape 
reference 7?-2.948. lateraoting insect reeselli (10)^ caged
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alcme previoualy*
Behaujocgg» Thej remain: ertatlonaxj' 6** apaart*.
Pinal- reaaiiltt Toleration» Perhaps bicolor vaa not inhibited 
becauae it got a very good start*
3» S7' AXb&xat 1-970» 10»3D a»n» Temperature 2^ degrees» Tape 
reference ?»2»1188» Intetraeting insect dilata (2)y. caged 
alone preuloinilj'»
Behavdouri Thejp^  remain statioaiazT 1" apart»
Final resulti Toleration^ then diluta inhibited»
Pre^dously caged with: a female»
4» T S^teortker 1970» 9»0^ a»n» Teo^erature 21 degrees* Tape 
reference 1D»2»724« Interacting, iàmeot diluta (2)^ caged 
alone preyiouelxr,.
Behayioauei They remain for Mtme time 3** apart^ then dilata 
begins mowing as if trydiig to> get away from bicolog»
Final results Toleration»
3^ T September 1970» 9»23 a»m» Temperature 23 degrees» Tape 
reference 1D»2»1163^ Intersctii^ insect roeselii (10)». caged 
alone pretdauBly»
Behaniourt One comer of* the cage is illuni nated by the Sun» 
Both insects none imto> this and rest 3** apart* Later rossslil 
mowes aanqr from bloolor»
Final resulti Toleration^
d» 7 September 1970» ^^40 a*mi» Temperature 23^  degrees* Tape 
refsrsQoe 10»2»1312* Interacting insect rcsaelli (11)*. caged 
previously with other male roeselils»
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BehaTiotirt No: novementr thoy sit 8** apart:« 
Final reaultf ToUoratiozu
Mcolcgy (6)
Proviously caged with othor malos^
3u 24 ingiuit 1970» Te^porattire 20 dagrees*. Tape
reference 6«2«.871*. laftteractäJii^  insect roeselii (liOK caged 
alone pre^ouslyr»
Behaid.Qnr> rQeselii«^ «hicü was put in firstt^
hold out: against. Tricolor« Imt licthj insects runi away froai
each other* Final reauLti Tderatiaaa*
PrewiQMaly/ oagsdi alone*
2^ * 2? ingiurtt 1970* 11*40 aoi* Temperature 31 degrees* Tape 
reference 7'»2»1397* Interacting iaeectb roeselii (10)^ csgedL 
alczie previously»
Behaviocart The roeselii approaches: the singing 
mahes short s<|ui3rtittg ndses «hont 1** away* It walks asagr 
and makes more a£ these ncisesf and then returns* They 
face one aasther and anteanste* Then bicoJlcny- mosoes away 
and rceselii fhllcwa; a short way * When bloolog- ±a 1" 
rceselli suddenly starts to> sing noxnall^t. and goes an* 
Final results Toleration*
3* 27' inguwt 1970» 12*90 p*m* Temperature 29 diegrees* Tape 
reference 8*1*390* Interactinig insect diluta (2)», caged 
alone previously»
Behaviourt Bh mcvementt thsy sit S'* apart*
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Final ree\ilt> Ixtconclusl^e«. (Sudden arres-t of dlluAa»)
4* 26 ittgust 1970» 3lL»^ a«Jn* Tratperature 33 degrees* Tape 
reference 8»2ull363* Interactting lnsec,*t roeaelii (10)^ umged. 
alone previoualj*
Behayiofliri Ho moDucementt tiiey sit. 1^” apart«
Finali resuLtt ToUera/tioB^
9«> 28 ingust 1970« 12«08 p «ji« Tenperature 291-32 degrees« Tape 
referenoe 8«2«0« Interacting insect dilnta (2)» «aged 
alone previouslgr*
Behayipurt Separating distance QVf, dilnta has nonedi so that 
a piece of cardboard lies betseen it and bicolor« (Shielding?) 
Final resulti Inhibition of dilnta«
Preajonsly caged with a femaile«
6« S September 1970» 12«13 p«iBi* Temperature 30 degrees« Tape 
reference 10«2«0« Interacting insect roeaelii (H)^ caged 
preaioualy sith other male roeseliis«
Behavionrt No moieementt thej sit 6” apart«
Final result t Toleration«
T« 6 Septentber 1970« 12«4^ p«m« Temperature 30 degrees« Taps 
referenoe 10«2«99^* Interacting Insect roeselii (10)^ oagsd 
atlone previouslj?»
Behauionn roeselii« singing» moves to within 3 ** of Mcolor« 
Final resulti Inconclusivet bicolor refuses to sing«
8« 10 September I970« U«03 a«nu Temperature 23 degrees« Tape 
reference H«l«1609« Intersuiting insect dlluta (2)» caged 
alone previouslj^«
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BeAaviour. They re.t 4" apart, then dilute novee a further 
2** sMij«.
Final result! Inhibition of bicolor>
Ad&Ltional Npirest This interaction has been analyzed at 
len^ rths see histograma Mr 15 and 16. la the earlier parte 
are several long periods in which roeaelii does not sing 
and i» which high levels of^  bicolor song build up^ but. 
after this a strange phenomenon occur at bicolog sings in 
the roeselii sequence» in preference to the intervals 
between them. This is a reversal of the usual state of 
affairs. The levels descend,, and then at 440 seconds 
begins a resurgence of* blcoJior. specifically’ during the 
singing of roeselii. Only at 495 seconds does it begin to 
sing in a silent period. The final stages are low bicolor 
levels during extended roeselii sequences.
9«. 10 September 1970. II.40 aue. Temperature 2Q degrees* Tape
reference H . 2.363. Interacting insect roeselii (10). caged 
alone prevlouely.
Behavionrt Bo movementt they rest- 9»» apart*
Final results InMbitioa of bloolor*
Caged fffpin w ith other males*
10. 13 Septeobar I97O. 12.20 p j u  Taoperstuire 22 d/tgreaa. Tap* 
raferanca I 2 . I . 1 7 5 6 .  In-tanurkiog inaaat r o a a a lll ( 1 1 ) , ,  oagad 
previously' w ith other male r o e s e lils *
B^vlourt The silent roeeelii moves towards the singing 
bicolor* olimbs on tO) it and off againf bdoolor starts wallh-
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±ngr and paases roeaelil^ which stridulataa* At thla^ blcQOjttg 
stopa aonantariXyr. Evwituallor thay sit notionlasa 1" apart| 
stops singdLiig^  than rasuiiaa»
Pinal rasultf Tdaratiosi^ the oloseat instance aeesr«
U .  24 Saptaobar 1970* 10^0 ^  Temperatura 2a dagraas. Tapa 
raferanca lataraurting inaact roasalii (11)^ oag^d
with! athar mala roaseliia*
Bgiavlour« Th«ar r*8t 3« e«>apt (Ut«r 5« thjraugh gqr lirtarfeiw 
enee). Mhmowr I stop roeeeUl.tleolar aiiiKa, bn« only 
and unlaaa diaturbad roaaalii alliga continmiualy*
Pinal resulti InMbltlQft o£ biodogw
bicolflr (7)
Pra^oualy gaffed with <gthar mala»^
34 ittguat 1970* 10*1.5 anJa* Taoparstura 23 degraaa* Tapa 
raferanca ?a*0* intaraerting; inaaet (ELluta (2)^ oagad alca» 
prawionaly*
BahswzLonrt dllnAs^ ailaat^ aowea towards the singing biodcar 
and nakas sqpiirtlag sounds at it {my/ impraaslcat) t thso; moi^s 
back* Approachas and ratraats agaiiu A bow of singing 
raasalile is brought nsart dilata bagias ta sing narmally^* 
Pinal raamlit* InMbltiCtt! 9t diliga*
2* 28 August. 1970* 1*02 p*n* Teaparatura 27r-29 dagraas* Tapa
8.*2*380* Itttaraeting insaot raasalll (10)^ oagad 
alona praviouslj*
^ahaaionrr Tha insaots amlt alt amata short bursts* They? aoiiDa
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together ustil they are I” bicdor makes brief aqiiiri^
ittg ztoleesf roeaelii moves 2** further amyr blcolgr fallowsi 
roeselli curves ita abdamen doemrardsf bicolor anteanatea tt 
and tastes the back of its abdomen and a hind tibia. When its 
hind tibia is taeted roeselii jiiaps formarda^. thsoi tuirna 
comes back until they are ^  apartf bicolor stops singieg hut 
makes zto attempt to move amayw They aatennatea roeselli draoK 
back Then they start to circle round one another^ 
roeaelii antennatea bicolor» which makes a sound. After some 
time bicolor suddenly^ jumps to a point !•’ amay and resumes 
singing.
Final result t Toleration.
3. 29 August 1970. 9^30 a«Ji<. Temperature 20-21 degrees. Tape 
reference 8.2.1210. ISiteracting insect dilnta (2)9. caged 
alone prevdously.
Behaviourt bjcolor moves to 3»» ftrom dilnta. then rests.
Final result! Inhibition of blcolor.
Additional Wotesr Histogram 1? is a further demonstration of^  
increased toleration by bioolor of roeselii sox^^ reduced 
levels oe singing«, a ^ight resurgenoe effect« and termin­
ation of bioolor song during a long roeselli sequence. 
Previonely caged with a fimnalie^
4* 9 Sept «über I970. 12’.0^ Temperature 26-26J- degrees.
Tape reference ll«.|^53j^ Interacting insect dilnta (2)«,
Gaged alone previousliy.
Behsvjonrt No> movementt they rest 10” apart.
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Final reaultt Tol•ratios!»
5» 9 Septooibor 1970» i»20 p«jii» Tonporaturs 26 dag^eos* Tapa 
reference 11.»2»814» Interacting ineaot roeaalli (10),. caged 
alone previously»
Behaviourt No raovanents insects rest I5»* apeo^t»
Final result> At first bicalor inhibited, than roeselii»
6» 9 September 1970» 1»50 p»m» T^onperature 25 degrees» Tape 
reference 11»2»1086» Interacting insect roasalii (11),. cagad 
previously with other mala roeseliis>
BehaigLongt They rest I5” apart|- later bicolor moves to> a 
point 6»» from roeselii» Final results Inconclusi^t sounds 
like inhibitios of bicolcg» butt roesAlii stops abruptly» 
bicolor (8)
Previously C€^ged with other males»
1» 26 August 1970» 9*30 a»m» Temperature 20 degrees» Tape 
reference 7*1»680» Interacting insect: dilute (2),. caged 
alone previously»
Behaviourt No movements they' sit !•' apart^
Final results Inhibition of bicolor»
Additional Notess Histogram' 18 shows na special peculiar»- 
ities, no resurgence,, and an> overall level difference not 
unlike those encountered with bretehypiera»
Previousljr caged: alone»
2» 29 August 1970» 10»40 a»A» Temp.erature 23 degrees» Tape 
references&^2»1437«> Interacting insect roeselil (lO)»
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cated alone v^eviouely.
Behavlourt No aoveiBaxitt they alt 8** apart*
Final resulti Inhibition of bicolor*
3* 29 ATtgust 1970. 12*00 noon* Temperature 25 degrees. Tape 
reference 5»2*1084* Interacting insect di luta (2)». oaged 
alone previously*
Behaviour» Separating distance 1*'* At first diluta appears 
to inhibit bicolar» later it rectnrsrs and diluta moves 3" 
further away*
result» Toleration*
Cagad other males*
4* 11 September 1970* 1*45 P*»* Temperature 26 degrees* Tape 
reference 11*2*1642» Interacting insect roeselii (H)» 
caged previously eith other male roeseliis*
Behaviour» roeselii makes one sound and moves towards the 
singing ^ icolo^ which moves off before rmiselJ^ reachss 
It* There ie no more sound from roeselii*
Final result» Ineonolusive*
bicolor (9)
Previoualy oaged with other- males*
1* 26 ittgnst 1970* 10*10 Sijm* Temperature 24 degrees* Tape 
reference 7^*1*980* Interacting inseot diluta (^». oaged 
alone previously*
Behaviour» So movement» theyr alt 1*' apart* 
result» Inhibition of bicolor*
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Additional Noteet Uistogran I9 ia noteworthy for the 
regularity of the decline in bicolor levelsy and ahowa 
this flrat taking effecrt in the intervale and then in the 
roeaelli aequencea* The end ia typical and there are no 
resurgences»
Previously caged alone»
2» 29 ittguat 1970» 12»35 Tenperature 29 degrees» Tape
reference 9»1.»0» Imbera^ing insect roeselii ( 1 0 ) caged 
alone previously»
Behaviourt Bloolor, initially^ S'* away> meves tOL a point 1** 
away and then reata»
reeaxltt Tolieration^
3» ^  Auguatt 1970» L»10 p»A^ Tenperature 25 degrees* Tag>e 
refer w e e  9*^^^00» Interanting Insect dilnia (2)9. caged 
alone previaualy»
Behaviourt When put in» dllnts walks up ta bicolar» which 
ia singing furiouslyi bicolor makes aqtiirting sounds and 
diluta retreats to 2" away» It looks as though diluta 
can get no chance toD begini singing» Piwaili resulty Inconclusive« 
Caged again with other malea»
4» 16 September 1970» 11»25 Temperature 31 degrees»
Tape reference 13»l*5dO*’ Interacting insect roceaelii (H)»* 
caged previously with other male roeaeliis»
Behaviourtroeselii is stationaryi: btcolor moves about a 
good dealt, generally fld>out 10** awi^r*
Final resultt Toleration
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bicolcor (10)
Cftfred previously with other malea,
1* 26 August 1970. 11*00 »*in« Temperature 26 degrees* Tape r 
reference 7 »1*1107* Intecriicting insect diluta (2),. caged 
alone previously*
Behaviours dilnta moves towards bicolor^. turns away ««d 
begins to sings bicolor then moves towards it until 9** 
away, and rests*
Final results Toleration*
Caged stlone previously*
2* 30 August 1970* 9*30 a*m* Temperatxire 2L-24 degrees* Tape 
reference 9*3i*^l2* Interacting insect roeeelii (10),. caged' 
alone previously*
Behaviours No oovmnents they sit 2” i^art*
Final results Inhibition of bicolorv 
3* 30 August 1970* 10*10 a*m* Temperature 2^ degrees* Tape 
reference 9*1»636* Interacting insect diluta (2), caged 
€J.one previously*
Behaviours The diluta*. silent,, moves towards the bicolor*, 
which is singing,, and' remains stationary 1** away for some 
minutes« Soddeniky bioolor moves forward and antennates it* 
Shortly after^. diluta moves off and begins to sing*
Final results Toleration*
Caged atgain with other males*
4» 11 September 1970* 1*10 p*m* Temperature 2 ^  degrees* Tape 
reference 11*2^*1342* Interacting insect roeselii (U)« caged
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previously with other male roeseliia»
Bahftviourt They rest 10” apart^ hicolor hae little chance 
to start •.
Pinal resxiltt Inhibition o£ bicolor»
bicolor (U.)
Previouely cageA with, other malee»
16 September 1970* 10*30 a*m* Temperature 30 degrees. Tape 
reference 12*2*1731» Interacting insect diluta (2), caged 
alone previously*
Boh«.yio\irt bi color approakches from ID” to 4” of roeseliir 
then for no appco^ent reason drops to the floor and goes 
on singing 6” away* 
piriftl results Toleration»
2* H6 September 1970* 11*00 a*m* Temperature 32 degrees* Tape 
reference 13*1*0* Interacting insect roeselii (11), caged 
previously with other male roeseliis*
Behaviours The initial impression is that bi color is being 
inhibited;* It is 1* from roeselii.. approaches to within 8”, 
then retreats again to 1* away*
Pinal résulta Toleration*
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(d) Interaction of M» l)icQlor and M» )>raciayptera
The princif^al reason for studying bicolor/ braefayptera 
interactions was the availability of material during the summer 
of 1970„ It was initifidly thought that the juxtaposition of 
these species was of purely acad^ic significance* It was 
subsequently learnt from Ir K* Harx of Gr^enmall-bei-Mttnchent 
that in a German locality of' his aquaintance,. bi color had in 
1969 invaded, a brachyptora habitat^ ». and that the tm> species 
were to be found living together' there*
Generally» these interactione were much less ectsily' 
arranged than the ones hitherto considered* Usually» braefayw 
ptera is a senaitive insect^ ceMing to sing at a slighter 
distxirbance than would roeselii or bioolorv and although some 
specimens would stridulate sitting on my finger> it was more 
frequent to find that a solitary individual would remain 
silent for a whole afternoon* As these difficulties were less 
evident with the roeselii/ brachyptera ixiterauitions» which 
were conduoted chiefly during the morning« it is suspected 
that edthough in the field and when caged collectively brachy­
ptera sings throughout the day»^  it may» like roeselii» be 
readier to: sing in the morning than in the afternoon*
All the bracfaypteraa used were caged between experiments 
with other male braofaypteras*
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brachyptera (10)
!• 26 August 1970. 4*00 p.m* Temperature 29 degrees* Tape 
reference 7.2*677* Interacting insect bicolor (1), caged 
alone previously*
Bfth^viourt The first, short sound made by bicolor,silences 
brachyptera for one hour*
result» Inhibition of brachyptereu.
brachyptera (11)
!♦ 27 August 1970- 3*00 pj». Temperature 33 degrees*. Tape 
reference 8*1*.794* Interacting insect bicolor (6),. caged 
alone previously*
Behaviourt bdcolor-, silent, walks up to brachyptera, which 
is singing, comes face to face, and antennates it* At once 
brachyptera stops singing,, and bioolor then begins singing» 
Final result« Inhibition cT brachyptera, not acoustic»
28 August 1970* 3*00 p*m» Temperature 28 degrees» Tape 
reference ft*2.1063* Interacting insect bicolor (8),. caged 
alone previously*
Behaviourt bicolor, silent,, moves to a point 1*' from the 
singing brachypt era,, medces a single squirting sound and 
turns awayt brachjgter^ pursues it fast„ actennates it and 
then turns back» Then bicolor sings, silencing brachyptera 
immediately* Now bioolor pursues braohyptera and antennates 
iti braohypt era appears to be trying to get away, then turns 
back towco^ds bioolor and antennates it whereupon it singsi
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brachyptera then turns and walks away* (Later- the inter*- 
actlon is again attempted but the noise of putting bicolor 
into the cage silences braehypterat bicolor then walks to 
it and antennatea it, and it crosses to the other side 
the cage.)
Finetl result! Inhibition of brachyptera*.
3* 10 September 1970* 3*50 p*ii* Temperature 24 degrees. Tape 
reference 11*2*1212* Interacting insect bicolor (ID),, caged 
alone previously*
Behaviours bloolor waOks, then jumpo, singing,, to a point 
1** from brachypt era» whiciL moves off, then returns and then: 
moves off to a point 1^" awsQT,- silenced*
Final results Inhibition of braohyptera*
4* 16 September 1970* 1*50 p*ia* Temperature 294" degrees* Tape 
reference 13*1*1208* Interacting indect bicolor (9)> caged 
previously with other mcle bicolors*
Behaviourt bicolor approaches to a point: 10»» from brachy«- 
ptera,. then both sit still*
Final resultr Toleration*
5* 16 September 1970* 2*05- p*m* Temperature 2 ^  degrees* Tape 
reference 13*1*1508* Interacting insect bicolor (2), caged 
previously with other male bicolors*
Behaviours They rest 15" apart. Suddenly braohyptera, stops 
singing and begins walking back and' forth at right angles 
to a line drawn from it to blcolor*
Final results Inhibition of brachygtsOT^
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Additional Notesi In every respect histogram 20 presents 
the aspect of a roeselil/ brachyptera interaction without 
a resurgence effect» It does not appear to matter, to 
judge by this, which species is responsible for the 
inhibition, from brachyptera* s point of view»
6» 16 September 1970» ?»50 p«m» Temperature 24 degrees« Tape 
reference 13»1»1732» Interacting insect bicolor (1), cag^ ed 
previously with other male bicolore»
Behavio\irt bicolor, singing, approaches to a point 1” from 
the singing brachyptera, which then stops singing and 
moves off*
Final results Inhibition of brachyptera«
Additional Not est The differences between histograms 21 
and 19 are interesting» The first part of histogram 21 
shows a very intermittent bicolor song like that in histo^ 
gram 12, but here the difference between brachyptera 
stridulation during bicolor sequences and during interveils 
is maintained in spite of the very short times involved*
The collective inhibitory effect of this bicolor singing 
tells in the decline during the succeeding three intervals 
in the last of which the brachyptera makes its last chirps» 
7»^  16 September 1970 « 3 »20 p«m» Temperat\ire 26^ degrees« Tape 
reference 13»2«0* Interacting insect bicolor (3)» caged 
previously with other male bicolors»
Behaviourt They sit stil^ 14" apart» Eventually brachyptera 
stops singing and begins walking back aod forth at right.
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angles to a line drawn from it to the bicolor.
Final results Inhibition of brachyptera>
8.. 16 September 1970. 4*lo p.m* Temperature 24-27 degrees. 
Tape reference 13*2.241* Interacting insect bicolor (4), 
caged previously with other male bicolore.
Behavipurt brachyptera starts to move towards bicolor, 
stops when it reaches the limit of the sunlit part of the 
cage, turns back into the sunshine, and is silenced.
Final result« Inhibition of brae hypt era.
9* 17 September 1970. 2.00 p.m. Temperature 26^ - degrees. Tape 
reference 13*2.857. Interacting insect bicolor (4),. caged 
previously with other male bicolors.
Behaviourt This time there are nor complications due to 
shadow. At first Mcolor is Ij-' from brachypterai it moves
3" closer and aits still. Eventually brachyptera is silen­
ced and moves off.
Final resulti Inhibition of brachyptera.
brachypt ersi 12)
1. 28 August 1970. 4.40 P.JBI. Temperature 25 degrees. Tape 
reference 8.2.1177. Interacting insect bioolor (8), caged 
c^one previously.
Behavlouri M e d o r .  silent^ amves to a point 1 » from the 
Binging braohyptera. Suddenly braohyptera stopsy, but it ie 
possible that sounds in the room distiirbed it.
Final resulti Inoonolusiwe.
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brachyptera (I3)
30 August 1970.. 2^ 20 p*jn. Temperature 32 degrees* Tape 
reference 9*2*0* Interacting insect biedor (8)^ caged 
alone previously*
Behajrajourt Bath insects are singing* Firstly bicalor moves 
towards braohyptera and antemiates it* There is a slowing 
in brachyptera«s chirp rate* Then brschyptora bends its 
abdomen down and touches the tip of bicolor« s sd)dQmen with 
it* bicoior makes one abrupt sound and moves to a point 1* 
away* It returns and brachyptera abvances with a bent 
abdomen to meet it* bioolor retreats> then returns and 
antennates brachyptera* They assume a copulatory position 
with brachyptgra beneath taking the position of the male* 
There are kicking movements by both, and bicalor moves ofT 
to a point 8« away, then returns,, meets brachypters head 
otty antennating it, circles round it, moves to a point 8^ 
away, mai&SB a sound and then jumps towards braohyptera* 
landing away * It antennstes br achyp t era* which pushes 
it away with a hind legs bioolor moves aftp returns,, moves 
off, returns,, climbs over braohyptera and then suddenly 
jumps off* It then jumps back,, climbs over brachyptera 
assumes a copulatory position again* Only at the beginning 
of this recording and when indicated does blcfllor sing* 
Pinal result* Toleration*
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2* 30 August 1970* 2*40 p T e m p e r a t u r e  34 degrees*. Tape 
reference 9*2*557* Interacting inseat bicolor (10)| caged 
alone previously*.
Behaviours No movements they rest 1^” apart.
Final results Toleration, then Mcolor suddenly silenced.
August 1970. 3*05 p«Jn* Temperature 34 degrees. Tape 
reference 9.2.707* Interacting insect bicolor (2), caged 
previously with a female bicolor.
Behaviours They move together and apart several times. 
Final results Inconclusives bicjodLor does not sing enou^-. 
4^ 4 SeptMsber 1970 . 3*20 p*m. Temperature 25 degrees. Tape 
reference 9*2*1731* Interacting insect bicolor (1), caged 
previously with a female blcolor*
Behaviours The silent bicolor moves to a point Ij-*» from 
the singing brachyptera*. waits several minutes and then 
sings, silencing the brachyptera* which turns towards it 
and antennates it from behind,, and then moves off*
Final results Inhibition of brachyptera*
braefayptera (I4)
1* 10 September I970* 2*12 p*m* Temperature 22^ " degrees* Tape 
reference 11*2*1733* Interacting inseot bicolor (10),. 
caged alone previously*
Behaviours bicolor* initially from brachyptera* jumps 
towards it and follows it about ^ bno^Qgtsra approaches to 
a point I« away but when bioolor turns towards it it baoks
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a w a y a n d  later stops singing*.
Final resultt Inhibition of brachyptera*
2. 19 September I970* 3*15 p*n. Temperature 33 degrees* Tape 
reference 14*2.1605* Interacting insect bicolor (9), caged 
previously with other male bicolors*
insects are singings bracharoitera approaches 
to withim 3” of bicolor,, tuimsr awegry approaches to
4” away, turns away and is silenced*
Final resultt Inhibition^ of braohyptera*
Additional Notesf This is a rapid inhibition as can bo 
sesm from histogranr 22* No^  real comparison with the other 
histograms can be made from so little materi€a*
bretchyptera (I5)
1* 20 September I97O. 2.10 p.m. Temperature 26^  degrees. Tape 
reference 15%1.127!'6. Interacting Ixtsect bicdor (9)^ caged 
alone previously*
Behaviourr bicolor moves to a point 3 ** ftom brachyptera* 
then back to a point 6»* sway' and sits still*
Final resultf Toleration.
Additional gotesi This is the brachyptera which produced 
polysyllabic chirps under the influence of roeselii ( see  
pag;ea 8I-95 ) • Absolutel3r none were found in any of its 
three bicolor interactions,, nor was there any special 
difference from other bicolor/ brsohypters interactions.
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2«. 20 September 1970* 2«.30 p»m* Temperature 35 degrees* Tape 
reference 13*1*1500* Ixttereu^ tlxig Insect blcolor (2)f, caged 
previoualj with other male bicolors*
Behaviourt They rest motionless 9” «^art.
Final result! Toleration*
3* 25 September 1970* 12 nooiu Temperature 32 degrees* Tape 
reference 15*2*1810* Interacting insect bicolor (6),. caged 
previously with other male bicolors*
Behaviour» They rest motionless 16»* apart*
Final restilt» Inhibition of bracfayptera*
Additional Notes» Becanee of the special interest of this 
brachyptera the inhibitory interaction has been analysed 
in histogram 23* A growth: of ^ MLcolor song is seen^ . 
faint resurgence effect where it temporarily lapses*. But 
there €ire really nor speci«d features*
brachyptera (16)
1* 18 September 1970* 1*10 p*»* Temperature 36J- degrees* Vape 
reference 14*1*501* Interacting insect bicolor (9),. caged 
alone previously*
Behaviour» bicolor moves towards braohyptera but passes it 
4** away and eventually rests 1 * away*
Final result» Toleration*
2* 18 September 1970* 1*45 P*»* Temperature 33 degrees* Tape 
reference 14*1*1056* Interacting Insect bic**l<w (10)^
Caged alone previously*
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Behavlaurt They reat Ij-»» apart and bracfayptera suddenly^ 
stops9 but I thiink this is due to' disturbance bjr me*
Final resxiltt Inconclusive.
brachyptera (1 7 )
!♦ 23 September 1.970* 1*30 p*m* Temperature 33 degrees* Tape 
reference 13*1*1S99* Interacting insect bicolor (9)^ ca^ed 
alone previously*
Behaviour> No movements they rest 10” apart*
Final results Inhibition of braehyptera*
2* 23 September 1970* 1*^2 p*in* Temperature 33 degrees* Tape 
reference 1 5*1 *19 53* Interacting insect bicolor (10)^ caged 
alone pre^ously*
Behavio^lrs They rest motionless apart* There is not 
enough bicolor songy but when it does sing the brachyptera 
chirp rate slows, so presumably inhibition could occur* 
Final results Inconclusive*
brachyptera (I9)
1* 21 September 1970* 11*56 a*m* T«nperature 29 degrees* Tape 
reference 15*1*694» Interacting insect bicolor (2), caged 
previously with other ma0.e bicolors *
Behaviours No movements they rest 1^-*' aj^art*
Final resultr Toleration*
2* 21 September 1970* 12*30 p*m* Temperature 32 degrees* Tape 
reference 15*1*963* Interacting inseot bicolor (3)» caged
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DISCUSSION
1« Aims and Limitations of Pro.iect
Rationale of Experimentation
The objectiv-e of this work has been to investigate the 
a c o u s t ic  and other behaviour involved in interspecific interactions 
in the genus Metrioptera> I have tried to gather as much information 
as possible within the short time during which a d u l t  bushcrickets 
are available in the year. I have attempted to sound out diverse 
aspects of the interaction phenomenon rather than to obtain a uniform 
block of data exhausting a particular small field* If the interac^tion 
summary tables (pages 166—168 ) are examined they will be seen to 
lack symmetry« some combinations of two individuals have been tried 
several times, others not at all. The explanation for this is that 
on particular days certain insects happened to be particularly 
vociferous whilst others were not. On other days it might be the 
other way about. I would arrange an experiment because I expected 
it to produce a recording on which both insects were singing, 
rather than because it appeared next on the programme of combinations.
Threshold of Inhibition
In this research no attempt was made to discover what dosage 
of the song of the inhibiting Insect was needed to produce total 
inhibition in the other Insect. There are several reasons for this. 
Consider a roeselii/brachyptera interaction\» The brachyptera is
singing in the recording cage and the roeselii is put in. It would 
be entirely impracticeJ. to stcort the tapereeorder nows by the time 
the roeselii has commenced I might be almost at the end of the reel
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and have to lose valuable song whilst putting on a new one» The 
only reasonable technique is to wait until roeselii makes its first 
sound and then switch on the taperecorder» hoping that the click 
produced in so doing will not silence the insect» This means 
however that I do not have a complete record of the circumstances 
leading to inhibitions the first sound has been forfeited»
Not only is the beginning of inhibition undefined, the endpoint 
is also» If the brachyptera has stopped singing it may or may not 
be totally inhibited» The only way I can test this is to stop the 
roeselii* s singing by mechanically disturbing it» If the bracfayptera 
does not resume singing within thirty seconds (during which the 
roeselii is silent) I consider that it is totally inhibited»
However,, had I silenced the roeselii thirty seconds earlier the 
brachyptera might still have failed to res\ime» I have thus perhaps 
exposed it to thirty seconds of superfluous inhibiting influence»
On the other hand if it does resume its song I have broken the 
continuity of the interaction, and when the roeselii again begins to 
stridulate it will probably have to continue for longer than it 
otherwise would in order to inhibit the brachypterat which has as 
it were built up its chirping potential during the silence» A 
further factor is that in mechaniccJly disturbing the roeselii to 
silence it I may inadvertently have dist\irbed the brachyptera» 
Histogram 11 (page 118) is of interest in this context» The
roeselii weus silenced three times because the bicolor was thought 
to be totally inhibiteds in; the first and second cases the bicdog 
resumed its song; in the third it really was totally inhibited»
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Inconst €0 10 .7 of Inhi’bitdLpg Influ«ace
Even if* it were possible to pinpoint the beginnings eoad endings 
of inhibiting songs the qU€Oxtity of song involved would still be 
indeterminate* Both roeselli and bicolor produce long trills with 
interv€j.s of V€Lrious lengths in various places* Usuedly €U3 the song 
continues the intervcJLs get fewer eoid shorter^ but no two inhibiting 
passages €ire identicaX and therefore no €d)solute comparisons can 
ever be made* It seems clear anyway that the insect which will be 
inhibited gains, during the interveJ-s in the other's song, capacity 
to continue,, and can hold out for a long time if this song is 
sufficiently intermittent, as in the case of the interaction, of 
roeselii (H) and brachyptera (1 5 ) (pafiJ® 9 0 )*
The solution ta most of these problems would be to replcuse the 
inhibiting insect with an ionaphone through which would be played 
a recording of its song,, without intervals, from a tape loop* 
Exposure time suid amplitude could then be varied at will* The 
problem of when to stop would remcdLni, but at lesist there would be 
no need to mechcnically disturb the experiment* This is speculation, 
on my part,, but I suspect that so mcny faictors sruch €ts age,, 
metabolic level, degree of inhibition already present as a result 
of current eunbient sound the cumulative effects of sounds 
previously heard might be involved in' determining, the exposure 
required to cuihieve total inhibition,, that the scu&e individual
would never require the same exposure on any two. distinct occasions« 
Nor am I certain that the concept, of *’total inhibition* is as 
simple aB I have implied* Evidently there is a point in exposure
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time on one side of which the insect will resxune stridulatiom 
after a relatively short interval, and on the other side of which 
it will resume after a much longer interval, but I have made no
attonpts to time the latter beyond noting that in some cases
6  C> '»'V  ^ I ' '  ‘^ 1
it was several hours* Having compì et go. one experiment I would
remove the insects ffom the cage so as to set up another 
experiment,, and this mechanical derangement would naturally 
augment the inhibited insect's reluctence to sing* Had I left it 
alone in the cage in silence and recorded the time passed before 
it recommenced singing (which would probably be ea long as to 
involve significant changes in temperature) I would have 
accomplished far fewer experiments*
Technical Drawbacks
The irregularity of results is due not only to the irregular 
arrang^ent of experiments but also' to the variation in: the 
quality of recordings* Some recordings sounded simple and distinct^ 
yet the analyzing equipment failed to provide from them a 
reasonable trace* Othere gave results easily susceptible of 
interpretation although they themselves sounded unclear* As 
stated before (page 42), crosstalk was a particularly difficult 
effect in the bicolor/brachyptera interactions* The solution 
would have been to separate the inse&ts with a partition having 
a microphone on each side,, but like the ionophone experiments 
just proposed, this would have seicrificed the behavioural 
aspect of the study, which was of great importance* I had to 
make it possible for the animals to> reach one another and I had
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to correlate their behaviour with respect to one another with 
their acoustic behaviour* The major instrument of analysis 
employed (Brflel and Kjaer level recorder) used only one of the 
two tracks produced in each recording^, so a certain amount of 
croflstalk was in fact required^ but it was still a great advantage 
to have two microphones set up at opposite ends of the cage as 
the insects were often liable to walk about* The ideal recording 
would have the insect with the more discrete song (bracfayptera im 
preference to roeselii ox bicolox? bicolor in preference to 
roeselii) the louder*
Real Interpretation
A final objection which might be raised! is to ask how I 
really knew that' an insect was being inhibited^- and sot making a 
halt in its singing as it might do if. alone* There is of course 
no absolute proof,, and the simplest answer is to say that a 
number of impressions combined to produce the conviction* This 
could be communicated to another person by playing many recordings 
to him* A further danonstration,. which I was able to; carry out 
several times with natural rojMWÜi/bicolQr interactions in the 
field at Weiler,. was to produce song at will from a bicolor by 
mechanically stopping the stridulation of a nearby roeselii*
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2«. Comparison of Typea Interaction 
(a) Results of Interactione 
Hierarchy
The three tables on pages 166-168 summarize the outcomes o£ 
114 interactions between three species of Metrioptera» The 13 
inconclusive experiments which were considered worth listing in^  
the Results section have been omitted; so has the bicopLor/ 
bracfayptera interaction: (brachyptera (1 1 ),. experiment 1., page 146) 
in which the bicolor silenced the brachyptera by to\ich instead of 
by singing at it* The total figures for each type of interaction! 
give the following impression (which I had also: formed in the 
course of performing the experiments)«. The commonest result of a 
roeselii/brachyptera interaction is the inhibition of the 
brachypterat this happened I7 times,, there were3p tolerations,, 
and roeselii was never inhibited* The same is true of bicalor/ 
brachyptera interactions* brachyptera wets inhibited I4 times,, 
there were 7 tolerations, and bicolor was never inhibited* The 
matching of roeselii and bicolor is more equal,, the usual 
outcome being toleration, which occurred in 35 experiments* When 
one partner is inhibited it is more lihely to be the bicclor 
than the roeselii (2l bicalor inhibitions against 10 rceselii
ones)* The impression produced is of a hierarchy ofAiominance*s
roeselii
bicolor
brachyptera
The very sparse information that I have on: sepium suggests
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Table 5
Summary Table for roeselli/bracbyptera Interactlona
All brachypteras involved were caged in male groups 
experiments*.
between
brachyptera brachyptera inhibitions tolerat
4 1
(2 ) 2
(4 ) 3
(T) 2
( 1 1 ) 1 1
( 1 2 ) 1
( 1 3 ) 1 1
( 1 4 ) 1 1
( 1 5 ) 1 1
( 1 6 ) Z
( 1 7 ) 2
( 1 8 ) 1
( 1 9 ) 1
Total. 17/ 10
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Table 6
Sximmary Table for roeselli/bicolcg Interactions
Key:
bicolor
A: bicolor caged before experiment with other male bicolors 
Bt bicolor caged alone before experiment 
C: bicolor caged before experiment witJh a female bicolor 
B: bicolor again caged before experiment with other meuLe bicolora 
bicolor toleratione roeselii Totals
inhibitions
Á B C D  A B C D
inhibitions bicolor tol* roeselii
A B C D  inhib-- 
itions
inhiba
itions
( 1 ) 1. 3 3 2 1 6 2
(2) 1 1 1. 1 2 2 3 3 2
(3 ) 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 2
(4) 2 2 1 4 1 4 5 1
(5 ) 1 1 3 1 5 1
(6) 2 1 1 2 1. 1 1 3 5 1
(7 ) 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1
(a) 1 1 1 2 1
(1^ 1 1. 1 1 2
( 10 ) 2 1 1 2 2
( U ) 2 2
Total 5 5 2 5 8 10 12 2 2 3 3 21 35 10
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Table 7
Summary Table fo r  bicglctr/bracharptera In te ractio n e
A ll  brachypteras in vo lved  were caged in  male groups between
experiments
bsftchyptera brach yptera j
( I D ) 1
( 1 1 ) H
(X3) 1
( 14 ) 2
( 1 5 ) 1
( 16 )
( 1 7 ) 1
( 19 ) 1
T o tal 1 4
to le ra tio n s
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that its position is at the same level as hicolor or perhaps 
very slightly lower (2 tolerations — one of roeselii and one of 
hrachyptera —  ^ one case of inhibition by roeselii; one experiment 
with roeselii inconclusive)* Unfortunately, since I only had 
sepiums in 19^9 and bicolors in 1970 no interactions between 
these species could be attempted*
It must be remembered that this interspecific * dominance* is 
not the same thing as the intraspecific dominance which was 
discussed in the Introduction (pagel2)* It would be interesting 
to investigate the relation between the two —  for example to 
discover whether the bicolore which inhibited roeseliis, and the 
brachypteras which were not inhibited, contained a greater 
proportion of ‘leaders* than the others*
Effects of Previous Caging
As stated in the Introduction (pagell), Alexander (I96I) 
found that a male cricket was more likely to win a fight with a 
male of the same species if it had been caged alone for some time 
previously* Leroy (19^6) also found that crowdin^f tended to 
reduce the aggressivity of crickets* It would follow that,, if the 
same rule holds for Metrioptera< and if these factors can be 
shown to affect an individual.* s sucaess in an interspecific 
interaction, some evidence will have been produced suggesting 
that intraspecifio and interspecifAo &>»inand6 euro related 
attributes* In studying, bioolor I first caged individuals in male
groups prior to experimentation, and later alone prior to 
experimentation«. The ratio > number of bicolors Inhibiteds number
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of tolerations! number of roeaeliis inhibited’ was however rather 
similar for the two categories (5^5*2 and ^tQ%2 respectively).
Alexander also found that an individual's success was 
increased if it had copulated shortly before the oonfliot* The 
bicolors were caged with females for some time before testing,, 
and copulations occ\irred,. althou,^^ no attempt was made to 
measure the time passed between copulation and conflict* The 
ratio for this category was The figures are small,, but
there is obviously a greater proportion of more successful 
insects* It would be unwise to draw conclusione before 
confirming with bicolor Alexander's observations on the influence 
of copulation on cricket behavio\ir* Jeiaobs (1955) fbund that 
male Plathemis dragonflies became less active and were easily 
driven away by other males,, after having mated 20 or more times. 
If this tendency also appears in Metrioptera.. there will 
probably be an optimal, frequency of copulation: to produce the 
greatest leadership ability in each individual*
When, returned to male groups the increased 'singing 
potential' of the bicolors remained high (ratiO' 2tl2s3)* Thus 
the total result for males Initially caged with other males or 
alone is 14*1 3 i4, whilst that for males caged with females or
subsequently with other males is Tt22i6>*
No investigations of this kind were made with brachyptera,
but some of the roeseliis used were caged in male groups and
others alone* This did not appoEp? to produce any change in: their 
interaction behaviour»
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Effecta of Temperature
If the experiments with brachyptera given in the interaurtion 
summeiry tables are regrouped according to the temperatures at 
which they took place,, the following distinction may be seen« 
roeaelii/brachyptera Inhibition of brachyptera Toleration
21 degrees and above ^ 9
below 21 degrees 12: 1
bicolor/brachyptera
29 degrees and above 5 S
below 29 degrees 9 1
In both cases it is seen that toleration is rare in the 
lower temperature bracket,, and inhibition usual* This suggests 
that above a certain temperature the song of brachyptera is 
produced at a rate too high for it to be easily inhibited, and 
toleration is therefore more likely to ocucur* This temperature 
however is hi^er when the inhibitor is bicolor than when it is 
roeselliini spite of the facet that roeselii appears to be the 
more effective inhibitor* I can find no way to reconcile this 
observation with the conclusions previously drawn regarding the 
three species, and I think it best to suspend judgesnent imtil 
more results are available*
With regard to the roeselii/bicolor interaction,, there does 
not appear to be any significant change in the kind of result 
according to the traiperature of the experiment*
Distinction of U* roeselii var* diluta
A comparison of the number of inhibitions achieved by
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normal roeseliis with that achieved by the two diluta individuals 
shows a more formidable inhibiting power possessed by the latter:
xtomali rgoMliila:
brachyptera or tolerations brachyptera or tolerations
bicalor inhibitions bicolor inhibitiote
against
against
bicolor
Total
8 2 9 8
9 13 12 22
17 15 21 30
roeselii inhibitions diluta inhibitions
against bicolor S 4
If the temperature analysis of the roeselii/brachyptera 
interactions is further divided^ according to whether normal 
roeseliis or dilutas were used^ it is found that three of the fi we 
inhibitions occurring above 21 degrees are due to diluta#. whilst 
only five of the twelve occurring below 21. degrees are* There 
were no tolerations of diluta below 21 degrees: the two which 
did occur were at 24 and 27 degrees* It might seem likely that 
the greater tegminal area in diluta leads to a louder song and 
that this is more efficacious in producing inhibition, but in.
the one case where intensity was able to be measured,, the 
roeBelii*'s song was found to be louder than the dilutes* This
may however not be the general rule.
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(b) Behaviour accompaaayixm: Interactions 
BehaviouraJ. Tendencies Table 
Table 8 (page 173) summarizes locomotor tendencies —  ^
movement by one inseci towards or away from the o*ther • Only the 
interactions included in tables 5^7 have been considered* The terms 
•influencing insect* and »influenced insect* refer to the inter­
specific hierarchy shown on page 1^5 * Whatever the outcome of an 
interaction, the insect belonging to the species which is higher 
in the hierarchy is termed the »influencing insect* and that 
belonging to the lower species the »influenced insect»*
There is no simple criterion of »attraction»* If the second 
insect which was put into the cage walked in^  a straight line 
towards the other for several, inches and stopped when close, it 
was considered to be »attracted»'* It was usual for it to be put in 
at a point as far as possible from the other,, so as to avoid 
mechanical disturbance of the other* Therefore almost any movements 
it made would bring it closer* In praatice, however, I had little 
difficulty in deciding that in some cases »’attraction»' or »repulsion» 
were taking place, as apposed to what I regarded as »apparently
random movements"*
Comments on Table 8
The figures in the table are obviously too small to be 
proportionally mecuiingful but two things may be noted* Firstly,, 
in ro eselii/brachyptera and hicolor/brachypt era interactions the 
influencing insect was hardly ever repelled,; whereas in bicolor/ 
roeselii ones it often was* I think this supports the conclusion
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that the former interactions are less 'equal* than the latter. 
Secondly, the more involved types of behaviour (»Both insects 
attracted and repelled*) occurred only with roeselii/bicolor 
combinations,, particularly those leading to toleration,^ and 
I conclude that in these more equal contests the attracting and 
r e p e l l i n g  te n d e n c ie s  present in both partners were able to emerge at 
different times..
Significance of Interaction Behaviour 
To try to understand the significance of this interspecific 
behavioiir I shall compare it with the intraspecific behaviour of 
roeselii treated earlier (pages 47-53 ). It was suggested (page 55 ) 
that this itself is related to courtship behaviour in the 
Tettigottloldea» However, courtship behavioiir is much more 
uniform than interspecific interaction behavioiir. In coTirtship, 
the female is attracted towards the singing male? in interspecific 
interaction either male may be attracted towards the other. In 
this respect, therefore, it cannot be said that one insect 
corresponds to the male and the other to the f^ale. In courtship,, 
bending movements of the abdomen may be made by either male or 
female, but they are much commoner in the male. Either insect may 
taste the dorsal abdominal surface of the other (see page 58 ),. 
but it is far commoner for the female to taste the male's back 
than the other way about* In the intraspecific: behaviour of males> 
it was the dominant insect that made abdominal bending, movements 
and exposed his abdomen for the other to taste. It may be concluded 
that the dominant insect takes the part of the male aWi that the
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Other insect is attracted towards him in the same way as a female 
would be* In comparing this with the three main types of inter­
specific interaction, I shall take them sepauratelyi
i) roeselii/brachyptera
The behaviour in these interactions is far less uniform than 
that seen between roeselii males* Only in one case, the third 
— ^hyptera (4) interaction, is to be seen anything resembling 
courtship* the ^luta tries to climb on to the back of the 
— achyptera (page 74) .  This would make the diluta correspond to 
the female and the brachyptera to the male* The diluta is here 
the influencing insect* it eventually inhibited the brachyptera*
As we have said that the dominant insect in intraspecific inter­
actions corresponds to' the male in courtship there is clearly 
an inconsistency* either the ’male* and ’female* roles do not 
correspond in the two kinds of interaction, or else the roles of 
influencing and dominant insect do not correspond*
Generally speaking, roeselii/brachyptera interaetjnn« 
involve very little physical contact and no ’bloodless battles’ 
of the type usually observed in roeaelii intraspecifiT^jlteractions,A
It has of course been noted that brachyptera was not seen to
exhibit much antagonism in its own intraspecific behaviour (sse 
page 54 )*
ii) roeselii/bicolor
Here an even greater range of behaviour is manifest* In the
n»a;jority of cases very little takes places for example anteomation 
of one insect by the other. Short ’squirting* noises such as
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those emitted by the d ilu te  in  the second braehyptera ( 13 ) in te r ­
actio n  (pageSO ) or by sepium and b ico lo r in  th e ir  in t r a s p e c if ic  
behaviour were produced in  two cases by r o e a e l i i s and in  two cases  
by b ic o lo r s . In two cases a b ic o lo r  re p e lle d  a r o e s e l i i  which had 
been a ttra c te d  to i t ^  by k ick in g  with the hind le g  ( t h is  i s  a 
standard d efen sive  movement in  te tt ig o n iid s )  •. In one case a r o e s e l i i  
got so c lo se  to a b ic o lo r  th at i t s  wings touched it s  th is  gave the  
appearance o f courtsh ip» In another case the r o e s e l i i  climbed on 
to the back o f the b ic o lo r » The f i r s t  o f th ese in te ra c tio n s  was 
in co n clu sive  and the second (th e  tenth b ic o lo r  (6 ) in te ra c tio n , 
page 1 3 4 )  led  to to le ra tio n »
Only in a single instance out of the ro e se lii/b ic o lo r inter­
actions, the second bicolor (7) interaction (pages 13 5 -6 ) ,  did 
tastin g  of the curved abdomen occurs the ro e s e lii  curved i t s  
abdomen and the bicolor tasted the back of i t »  The resu lt of the 
experiment was a state of toleration a fte r bicolor had leapt one 
foot away» The *male/female*' correspondence accords with that 
found in the in tra sp e cific  intersurtions, but not with that found 
in the roeselii/brachyptera interaction»
i i i )  bicolor/brachyptera
Here again mutue .^ antexmation is  common and b ico lo rs have
been heard to produce 's q u i r t s ' ,  in  one case  s ile n c in g  the 
brach yptera w ith them» The most in te r e s tin g  behaviour accompanied
the in te ra c tio n  o f b ic o lo r  (8) and brach yptera ( 13 ) (page 152 )»
In th is  case i t  was extrem ely evident that a cop u latory p o sitio n  
was being attempted, with brach yptera takin g the male p o sitio n
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and b ico lo r the female one* Both in se c ts  appeared to be s t r iv in g  
to achieve the p o sitio n  and there was very l i t t l e  sin gin g by the 
b ic o lo r » M etrioptera fem ales o f course do not sin g , but any 
conclusion th a t th is  i s  why the b ic o lo r  was so quiet would be 
h ig h ly  sp ecu lative »  I t  i s  true that the dominant males in  
in t r a s p e c if ic  in te ra c tio n s , which appear to correspond to 
co u rtin g  males, do most or a l l  o f the sin g in g, but in  some o f  
the in t e r s p e c if ic  experiments considered above, the in se ct
I t
p la y in g  the fem ale r o le  has been q u ite  as vo cifero u s as the 
o th e r. The ap p rop riation  o f male and f ^ a l e  r o le s  corresponds 
to th at in  the ro e s e lii/b ra c h y p te ra  in te ra c tio n  but not to th at 
in  the other in te ra a tio n s»
I t  i s  c le a r  th at both in t e r s p e c if ic  and in t r a s p e c if ic  
in te ra c tio n s  are to an extent re la te d  to courtsh ip  behaviour, 
but the r a r i t y  o f convincing c o u rtsh ip -lik e  behaviour (on ly fo u r  
c a se s  out o f  over 12 8  experim ents) makes one wary o f form ulating  
ru le s »  There i s  c le a r ly  much scope fo r  re se a rch , e»g» w ith  
c a s tra te d  m ales, in  t M s  f ie ld »
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(c )  Acouatic Phenomena 
Ceaaation o f Song
One o f the c le a r e s t  tendenciea seen In the hiatograma ia  
that o f brachyptera to a rre a t i t s  aong when that o f r o e a e lii  
or b ic o lo r  begina« and to reaume when they end* I t  ia  th erefo re  
usual fo r  the la a t  chirpa produced by the brachyptera« before i t  i s  
t o t a l l y  in h ib ite d  ,to appear during an in terveJ. between 
aequencea from the in flu e n cin g  in s e c t*  The r e -e n try  o f the 
l a t t e r 's  song s ile n c e s  i t  at once* By c o n tra st, b ic o lo r  u au a lly  
appears to continue sin g in g  through a r o e s e l i i  sequence u n t il  
i t  can 'h o ld  out no lo n g e r ',, whereupon i t  stops* I t  may in  faict 
tem p orarily in cre a se  i t s  song output during r o e s e l i i  periods  
as in  histogram s 1 4 - 1 7 »  I t  seems th at in  these cases an 
e x c ita to r y  as w e ll as an in h ib ito r y  in flu e n ce  i s  exerted , but 
that the l a t t e r  f i n a l l y  triumphs* As th ere was no m oY^ent in  
th ese c a s e s , t h is  cannot be co rre la te d  w ith  a ttr a c tio n  to  and 
re p u lsio n  from r o e s e l i i  * Jones (1966by Ph* I) th e s is  I966) r e f  ers  
to a n ta g o n istic  e x c ita to r y  and in h ib ito ry  in flu e n ce s r e s u lt in g  
in  an o v e r a ll  in cre a se  in  PholldQ ptera'h  o h irp rate  during a 
period in  which the in s e c t i s  subjected to in term itten t  
a r t i f i c i a l  s ig n a ls *  When the s ig n a ls  are a c tu a lly  being emitted  
the c h irp ra te  slow s* He su ggests a  p a r a l le l  with the a n ta g o n istic  
in flu e n ce s  c o n tr o llin g  f l i g h t  a c t i v i t y  in  Aphis fab ae  * studied  
by Kennedy (I966)* However,, the phenomena observed here — 
sin g in g  in  the r o e s e l i i  sequences in  p referen ce to the In te r v a ls
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— are quite iinlike those considered by Jones* (I have been 
informed by Jones (personal communicationy 1971) that he has 
encountered in Pholidoptera effects of total inhibition as 
defined above (peige 64 ),. but his published work deals with 
short-term inhibition only*)
The l a s t  sounds made by r o e s e l i i  i n  an in te ra c tio n  where 
i t  i s  in h ib ite d  by b ic o lo r  tend to be during ra th e r than between 
b ic o lo r  sequences* The same th in g  appears to  hold tru e  f o r  the 
s in g le  r o e s e lii/s e p iu p  in tteractio n  analyzed (pages 6 0 -6 1 )*  At 
the beginning, sepium behaves l i k e  brach yp tera, c u ttin g  o f f  i t s  
song when r o e s e li i  e n te rs , but as the gaps in  the r o e s e l i i  song 
become few er i t  appears to acq u ire  a to le ra n ce  fo r  r o e s e l i i  
song and th ere i s  more concurrent sin g in g  by both* L a te r  the  
sepi\im sin gs le s s  and l e s s ,  and then stops during a ro em elii 
sequence*
Resiirgence
The phenomenon p re v io u sly  r e fe r r e d  to as resurgence, 
whereby the in seC t th at appears to  have been in h ib ite d  produces 
a renewed bout o f  singin g^ in c re a sin g  and then d e c lini ng  but 
never a tta in in g  the e a r l i e r  le v e ls ,, would appear to  be co n sid erab ly  
commoner in  the ro e s ^ n  i /  brach yp tera in te ra c tio n s  than in  the  
o th er ty p e s , but no s p e c ia l  comments on i t s  s ig n ific a n c e  can be 
made*
O ve rall E f fe c t s  on Song S tru ctu re
In the case o f the in h ib itio n  o f r o e s e l i i  by b i co lo r no 
histogram s have been co n stru cted  as th ere i s  very  l i t t l e  v a r ie ty
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in  the data* Both in se c ts  sin g  almost without any h a lt  fo r  
se v e ra l minutes and then r o e s e l i i  g ra d u a lly  sings l e s s  and le ss^  
f i n a l l y  stopping*
With the in h ib itio n  o f b ic o lo r  by r o e s e l i i  I  have o f course 
given a la r g e  number o f h istogram s. The song o f b ic o lo r , as 
sta te d  (page 22 ) c o n sists  o f sequences o f  c h ir p s . As the sin ger  
continues,, the in te r v a ls  between sequences become sh o rter and 
fe w e r. When b ic o lo r  i s  ■ inhib ite d  by r o e s e l i i » the red u ctio n  in  
the time i t s  sin g in g  o ccu p ies, as shown on the histogram s, 
r e s u lts  from the combination o f ( i )  the reduced ch irp  r a t e ,  and 
( i i )  the g re a te r  number and len gth  o f in te r v a ls  between sequences, 
a t any p a r tic u la r  tim e, than vK>\ild have been obtained had the  
r o e s e l i i  not been p re se n t. I t  was not f e l t  that any g rea t  
advantage was to be gained by the sep aratio n  in  a n a ly s is  o f ( i )  
and ( i i ) .  D oubtless i t  would have been p o ssib le  to o b tain  a  
record o f the average n u m b e rle n g th  and d is tr ib u tio n  o f  
in te r v a ls  in  a c o lle c t io n  o f b ic o lo r  reco rd in g s> and to compare 
a sim ila r  average at the same t«nperature fo r  the same in se c t  
su bjected  to r o e s e l i i  singing^ but f i r s t l y  there would be an 
indeterm inate v a r ia tio n  due to the amount o f  b ico lo r  s tr id u la tio n  
which had occurred p rio r  to the experiment,^ and secon d ly, as 
explained on pagel62, the in co n siste n t nature o f the r o e s e l l i  
song prevents a l l  absolute com parisons. This type o f experiment 
might however g iv e  good r e s u lt s  i f  the r o e s e l i i  were rep laced  
w ith a continuous r o e s e l i i  reco rd in g or an a r t i f i c i a l  s ig n a l.
With brachyptera». ch irp in g  i s  much more uniform ly maintainedi
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■th© chirps ar© furth©! apar*t but liabl© to continu© for loxi^ o^r 
without a halt* Wh©n th©r© is a halt, it often indicates that 
son© external agency has disturbed the aninal* Thus nearly all 
of the reduced song output in the histograms is accounted for 
by simple chirp rat© diminution*
liffects on the Syllabic Structure of the Song 
In the present work, modification of the chirp in responfl© 
to the song of another species has been observed only in 
brachypterat and then in only on© of the 13 individuals studied* 
Analysis of the distribution of 2—  ^ and 4~syllabl© chirps in 
other individuals showed absolutely no correlation with the 
presence or absence of roeseli^ or with the stage of inhibition 
attained* In brachyptera (15)> however^ a large number of 
polysyllabic chirps were produced in each of two interaction 
experiments with roeselii (see pages 80-95 )• These chirps were 
mostly produced during singing by the roeselii* One interaction 
led to inhibition of the brachyptera» the other to toleration*
I also conducted three experimwits with brachyptera (15) 
bicolors (pages 154-157 ), one of which led to the inhibition 
of the brachyptera and. two to toleration* It is remarkable that 
in these experiments every brachyptera chirp produced was 
trisyllabic* Previous res\:J.ts have suggested that from the 
point of view of braohyptera» inhibition, by roeselii is the 
same as inhibition by bicalort histograms and columns in the
summary tables are fairly similar, whichever species is 
roBponaiDXe for the iahil)itioft. Here however there is a etriking
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d iffe r e n c e : only r o e s e l i i  botir produced s y lla b le  in c re a s e . I t
number
i s  noteworthy th at in  the s y lla b ie ^ in c re a s e  phenomenon reported  
in  P la t y c le is  d e n ticu la te  hy Broughton ( 1965)^ the in se c t  
producing the e f fe c t  was again r o e s e l i i .  The s ig n ific a n c e  o f  
the phenomenon i s  obsciire and the data are scanty but as I  
foimd i t  in  only one in d iv id u a l out o f  1 3  i t  i s  p o ssib le  th at  
with d e n ticiilata  a lso  i t  may be p e c u lia r  to  c e r ta in  in dividualB  
o n ly . My brachyptera ( i 3 )  showed no s tr u c tu r a l p e c u lia r it ie s  
and i t s  behaviour during the in te ra c tio n s , and the histogram s 
obtained therefrom , appear to  be a lto g e th e r t y p ic a l  o f  
b rach yp te ra.
Broughton's work i s  the only a v a ila b le  source o f  
inform ation on syllab !ie^fn crease  phenomena in  in t e r s p e c if ic  
in te ra c tio n s,, with which the present study can be compared,, but 
th ere do e x is t  a number o f accoim ts o f s im ila r  e f f e c t s  r e s u ltin g  
from the use o f a r t i f i c i a l  s ig n a ls ,  or from in t r a s p e c if ic  
in te r a c t io n s . The a r t i f i c i a l  s ig n a l work concerns the American 
t e t t ig o n iid  F te ro p h y lla  c a m e llifo lia  (F a b r ic iu s )♦  P ie rc e  (1948) 
studied a sin g le  male o f t h is  sp e cie s and fo\md th at i t  would 
a lte r n a te  with sounds made by h is  sussistant in  im ita tio n  o f  i t s  
own song. 'B y tr e a t in g  him k in d ly  (by ad m in istratio n s o f  food) 
and u n p leasan tly (by a s e rie s  o f y e l l s ) ,  we succeeded in  
cau sin g him to make 3 ,  4 or 5  k ls  p u ls e s , corresponding  
more o r le s s  a c c u ra te ly  to 3 ,  4 o r 5 squawks made by my 
assiste u it»  This operation proved c o n c lu s iv e ly .. .t h a t  he could  
to  some degree count and fo llo w ^ a t h is  own p it c h , a s e r ie s  o f
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discrete shouts made by a human^ with widely different pitches 
and quality»* A second male of the same species was studied by 
Alexander (i960), who found that it could be stimulated to sing 
by tapping a typewriter. It normally emitted * two-pulse phrases* 
but could be made to produce * three—pulse phrases* and on one 
occasion *four-^ulse phrases*' by using the typewriter to make 
'phrases* of three or fo\ir taps. Y/hen the typewriter was tapped 
fast for a time, song production was inhibited. Alexander states 
that if it had been tapped continuously for sufficiently long, 
the insect would presumably not have sung at all afterwards.
This state of affairs would appear to resemble my 'total 
inhibition*.
Shaw (1966) continued the study of this species and found 
that a male producing * two-pulse phrases*' changed to producing 
threes after being caged for a time near another male which was 
producing threes* This result resembles an intraspecific 
interaction observed by Faggetter (personal conmmnication, 1971) 
in Platycleis sabulosa» A male producing 8-syllable chirps was 
resting close to a second male producing 6-syllable chirps.
(Most of the singing of this species consists of chirps of from 
3 to 8 syllables). The first male suddenly «nitted a 9~<*711a^1® 
chirp, and then a series with gradually increasing nxunbers of 
syllables, culminating in a 21-syllable chirp. As the second 
individual was actually producing chirps of a lower syllable
count than those of the first,, the concept of * imitation* 
(pierce*s term) would appear to be ruled out here* A closer
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parallel might be drawn with the production of long chirps
stud.ied by Jones (1966a) in Pholidoptera griseoaptera» Members
of this species frequently increase the length and syllable
content of their chirps when eJ-éemating in close proximity,
and it has been thought of as a sort of aggression* The
associated behaviour is also aggressive* Jones fotuxd that
when a griseoaptera was moved closer to another with which it
was alternating, long chirp production was sometimes initiated*
However, this type of song has never in ray experience been
encotintered with alternating brachypteras*
Moorris (1970) studied the Canadian Metrioptera sphagnorum»
which has two * stridiilation modes*’* Mode I is intense and has an
ultrasonic—dominated spectrum; mode II is less intense and has
an audio-dominated spectmim* Morris states that *0n severaûi 
occasions in the laboratory when a singer was approached within
a few inches by a silent conspecific male,, stridulation mode II
was prolonged apparently in response to the approaching
individual* The silent male then withdrew and the singer reverted
to the normal cycle without ever having ceased to étridulate*’*
Each mode involves the alternation of two types of" * pulse tradnt*
long—  and short-duration* The structure of the short-duration
train is unresolved^ but the long—duration one consists of 4 or
5 * pulses* in stridulation mode I,, and over 40 in stridulation
mode II* If these *pulses* correspond to our * syllables*',, then
there is a clear parallel with the phenomena observed by 
Paggetter and Jones* It is of' particular interest to note that
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the ajnplitude is decreased, rather than increased, as one migpht
expect^ ,, in the aggressive song* The significant attribute of
numbef
aggression would appear to be syllable (or ‘pulse* )^increa8e«
There is therefore a similarity between the behaviour of my 
brachyptera» or Broaxghtoir* s denticulata» in interspecific 
interactioxts, and that of certain other species in intraspecific 
interactions* I have never observed the production of polysyllabi® 
brachyptera chirps in intraspecific interactions* My experience 
of denticulata is limited, but I understand that it exhibits net 
unusual acoustic behaviour in intraspecific; interactions either 
(Broughtoni personal communication 1971)* is possible ta make 
speculations, to suggest that perhaps the anoestors of 
brachyptera and denticulata produaed aggressive songs in response 
to the songs of conspecifica and that this faculty has now beeni 
largely lost and only appears in some individuals when they are 
exposed to especially ‘penetrating* influences,, such as roeselii 
song* But there is no real evidence*It is certainly easier to? 
credit the animals with ‘aggression*’ than with * learning* • A 
third: hypothesis was made by Broughton,. whO) suggested that the 
roesei ^ i song was interfering with the stridulatiom feedback 
mechanism in the inhibited insect* However^ work by Huber and 
his associates (personal conmrunication,* 197P) throws doubt on 
the existence of feedback mechanismsi a strain of crickets 
whose tegmlna were too' small to meet,, and which were therefore
incapable of sound productionv^ continued to make movements of 
the tegmina which would have given rise to normal regular
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ohirping were the tegmina sufficiently large»
If Broughton's hypothesis is correct there is an iianiediate 
conclusion as concerns brachyptera (1 5 )» via» that there is a 
certain threshold beyond which a signal, will interfere with the 
feedback mechanism» It would seem that the song of roeselii 
passes this threshald whilst that of bicolor does not» What are 
the significant differences between the songs in this context? 
Amplitude is unlikely to be important» Poasibly roeselii tends 
to be louder than bicolor». but brachyptera (1 5 ) was affected by 
roeaeliis at a distance of l-lj- feet and not by BicQlQr(9) at 
3-6 inches or bicolor (2) at 9 inches» My suspicion is that the 
important difference is the more discrete nature of the bicolor 
song» I mentioned earlier (pag<a 161 ) that if given occasional 
brief silences at the right time a brachyptera can maintain its 
singing for far longer than it otherwise would» It may follow 
from this that because a second of bicolor stridulation contains 
more milliseconds of silence than a second of roeselii song», the 
former is a less effective inhibitor than the latter^ and at the 
same time a less potent source of interference in feedback 
mechanisms»
I  am more in c lin e d  to fhvo\rr Broughton's feedback hypothesis 
than the aggressio n  h yp oth esis, although i t  i s  con ceivable th at 
both could share r e s p o n s ib ilit y  fo r  the e f fe c t »  This i s  because 
no a g g re ssiv e  behaviour was seen> to accompany the s y lla b le  number 
in cre ase  phenomena» N eith er in s e c t  made any s p e c ia l  movements 
towards o r away from the o th er, cucd brachjQ^iS^* ® xncxeased
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syllable production did not appear to affect roeselii * a singing, 
Admittedly in the second roeselii/brachyptera interaction, the 
roeselii song became very particulate after a time, and the 
brachyptera was never inhibited,, but the roeselii continued to 
sing like this long after the brachyptera ha4 stopped producing 
polysyllabic chirps* It is not impossible that, the brachyptera 
could have produced a persisting effect on the roeselii, but I 
consider that it is extremely \mlikely*
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Biological Significance of In<teraeti<at¡
Individual Significance
The real significance 4f interspecific intaraation,, such 
as occurs "between roeselii and hi color in the field at Weiler^. 
is not understood,, but it is probably related functionally tO' 
intraspecific interaction,. Both types of situation lead to the 
same result* one insect retains its position and continues to 
sing whilst the other becojnes sileoit. for a time and may leave 
the area* This is obviously a greater advantage for the former 
when the defeated insect belongs to the same species and might 
be a competitor for a nearby female,, but it is also an advantage 
when the defeated insect was merely making it harder for the 
other* s song to be heard* I never observed interspecific; 
heterosexual- atteaction' in Motel op ter a *
Interaction phenomena appear to maintain hierarchies and 
territories* These phenomena have been extensively studied 
amongst vertebrates,, but they remain generally obscure as 
regards invertebrates and it is not advisable to make assumptions 
about invertebrate hierarchy and territoriality on the "basis 
of vertebrate behaviour* There are only a few examples which 
can be quoted from the invertebrates for comparison* Alexander 
(196 1), discussing cricket hierarchies,, paralleled the 
behaviour of Polistes wasps,, crayfish, and the fiddler crab 
Uca* The latter was instanced also by Moore (1952^ ) a® a case 
of territoriality* he further mentioned the carrion beetle 
Necrophorus as exhibiting clear territories^ Lin' (1963) studied
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the cicada killer wasp Sphecius and found that the males set 
up territories around their holes and will even defend them 
against thrown pebbles,. Territoriality is also a marked feature 
of the life of social insects* None of these exampleshowevery- 
seem to resemble the bushcricket situation very closely* The 
most useful comparison would probably be with the territoriality 
of dragonflies*
The territories of both bushcrickets and dragonflies seem 
to be very ephemeral and in continuous flux,, partly because the 
insects do not have any kind of nest or bxirrow around which a 
territory can centre, St Quentin (1-934) decided that dragonfly 
territories had no reproductive significance and functioned 
solely as hunting grounds* Jacobs (1955) believed that they 
prevented disturbance of courtship and egglaying* Moore (1952) 
stated that, because they do not remain in an area for long 
enough, 'dragonflies do not possess territories in any accepted 
sense of the word'* He drew attention to the clashes between 
males and said that there was no evidence that they were due 
primarily to aggressive behaviour, but that they might result 
from a failure to distinguish the sexes* There is obviously 
some similarity, but not a direct correspondence, between 
intraspecific male conflicts in dragonflies and bushcrickets* 
Moore, in Corbet, Longfisld and Moore (i960),described 
experiments in which pairs of conspecific male dragonflies
were brought to geth er* With Aeshnines th ere was u s u a lly  an 
immediate attempt to mate, whereas w ith  L ib e llu lin e s  clash es
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occiirred about twice as often as attempts to mate* He also 
brought together males of different species and found that they 
usually ignored; one another, but that Aeshnines sometimes 
attempted to mate and Libellulines to clash,. Here again we see 
a parallel with bushcricket behaviour•
Group S ig n ific a n c e
In considering the disposition of bushcricket populations
a further comparison with dragonflies may be valid* Kormondy
(1961) said of dragonflies that 'territoriality deters some
individuals from moving and necessitates the movements of
o th e r s '*  Corbet (I962) stated  'O verpopulation o f the breeding
site is mitigated by male interaction and by females being
driven away when male competition is intense', Corbet further
cites Moore (1957) as saying that some individuals expelled in
this way disperse to colonise new breeding sites* I am not
trying to suggest that a bushcricket defeated in an encounter
would depart to colonise a new site in the same way as the
highly mobile dragonflies* A series of conflicts might however
tend to drive some individuals across stretches of unattractive
ground away from the population c e n tre . C olon isatio n  o f an area
by b u sh crick e ts i s  slow , as Harvey (1938) showed in h is  su cce ssiv e
counts o f  the numbers o f  brachyptera found on heathland which 
had been burnt and was being reinvaded* The in vasio n  o f a l l
su ita b le  areas i s  o b vio u sly  im p ossible, but q u ite  sm all h a b ita ts  
surrotinded by wide bands o f u n su itab le  terrain* do get discovered*  
D iver and D iver (1933) studied the occurrence o f  brachypterat
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and of Conocephalus dorsalis, in a region of marshy heathland 
and noted that only two small areas of rushland suitable for 
dorsalis were uncolonised* These were separated from the nearest 
populations by 400 and 5OO yards respectively of plateau heath* 
Diver and Diver conclude that this constitutes an effective 
barrier* They state also that brachyptera* a colonisation of a 
•little grassy dip indicates that it can wander over pure 
heather for distances as great as 200 yards*• Payne (1957)» 
considering Pholidoptera griseoaptera* says that it *may occur 
in abundance in a bramble thicket twenty yards square, but 
nowhere else for a mile or so**. The * islands* of roeselii 
which I discovered amongst pure bicolor a"t Weiler, in occasional 
high tufts (see pagel05) were also a long way from any large 
roeselii populations* However, in considering these cases, it 
must be remembered that there is no information as to whether 
the species has colonised a small isolated habitat or whether 
the population is a relic of an originally much larger one, 
existing at a time when the habitat was more extensive*
Generally speaking, it seems to be unusual, in Europe at 
any rate, for many tettigoniid species which sing at the same 
time to be sympatric* Vestal (1913) stated *No two grasshopper 
species have identical habit-prefer«ices* * Gause (1930) made a 
mathematical study of eleven acridid and foiir tettigoniid 
species and found that the ecological plasticity was greater 
among the acridids (o^»i*3 1) than among the tettigoniids (^»I.IS)« 
We are really very ignorant of the habitat requirements of
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bushcrickets*. Strohecker (1937) measured six factors in trying 
to assess orthopteran habitats» i) evaporation, ii) soil moisture, 
iii) soil pH, iv) soil temperatures, sunlight intensities, 
ultraviolet radiation. It is likely that all these are important.
In Sussex I find an almost universal exclusion of species 
from one anothers* habitats. Tettigonia viridissima occiirs 
chiefly along a narrow coastal strip, behind which is another, 
less continuous, occupied by Conocephalus discolor. At one point 
on the coast Tettigonia is replaced by Platycleis denticulata.
In marshy places C. dogsalis is common, and the others absent. 
(i\irther North it can overlap with brachyptera> which occurs 
on the heathland of Ashdown Forest). I know of a small area of 
downland where the only bushcricket to be foxind is Decticus 
verrucivorus. In oaktrees inland one finds Meconema thalassinum.
On the continent also, mutual exclusion of tettigoniid 
species has been noted. M.->G. Busnsl (19^3) pointed out the 
geographical separation of iSphippiger species in the South of 
Prance, and Dr J.C. Hartley (personal communication to S.E.
F a g g e tte r , 1971) suggests th a t the s itu a tio n  i s  even more p re c ise  
than Busnel says, p r a c t i c a l ly  every h i l l s i d e  having i t s  own 
d is t in c t  form o f Eph ippiger.  Miss F a g g e tte r (Ph.D th e sis,. 1971) 
has studied geograph ical v a r ia t io n  in  the genus P la t y c le is  in  
Europe, and fin d s  again a tendency to mutual exclu sio n  and
co n sid erable lo c a l  v a r ia t io n .
I t  i s  p o ssib le  th at a co u stic  fa c t o r s  may be important in  
determ ining th is  kind o f  se p a ra tio n . The e f fe c t  o f  group
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singing would be, as it were, to unify the population and define 
its boundaries. Haskell (I958) discusses group singing and 
suggests that it aay attract newly emerged males to the 
population centre, but adds that it makes it easier for birds to 
find their prey. Jones (1966a), however, suggests that group 
singing may make it harder for a predator to select an individual 
to attack. If this be so, a buahcricket having a great capacity 
to inhibit competitors would eventually become conspicuous by 
Its acoustic isolation and therefore more liable to predation.
It seems feasible that there might be a certain optimal distance 
between individuals which would lead to the greatest success for 
the population. This would be determined by what Haskell (I955) 
termed the champ acoustigue —  the area surrounding a given 
stridulating insect in which its stridulation is sufficiently 
loud to at least stimulate the receptors of another individual. 
Jones argues that the function of intraspecific rivalry might 
be to 'space out* the males, and says that this would lead to a 
greater probability that all the available females would be 
inseminated. Perhaps the conflicting forces of attraction and 
repulsion which have been posited (see page 179) to explain some 
of the observations might serve to maintain an optimal distance 
between individuals. Generally speaking, there appears to be 
more repulsion, or repulsion over a greater distance,, in the
interspecific intaractions than in the intraspecific ones. In 
the latter, the defeated insect will retreat some way,, then: 
turn and come back for another attempt (see pages 49-53). In
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the former, the defeated insect, when it has remained for as long 
as it seems able to remain in the presence of the other, will 
usually just stop singing, and if it moves away will not usually 
show any tendency to return (see for example table 8, page 173 )•
The effect of these phenomena upon a uniform mixtuw of two species 
occupying a limited area would be a tendency to split into two 
separate groups, one of each species* Slight differences in 
habitat preference would become accentuated* It seems to me 
probable that this is what has taken place at Weiler*
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CONCLUSIONS
When males of different species of Metrioptera are caged 
together, the singing of one will tend to inhibit that of the 
other*. Inhibition may initially take the form of slowing of the 
inhibited insect*s song while the inhibitor sings, then of 
suppression of its song in those periods, and finally of 
complete silence extending also through gaps in the inhibitor's 
song* If the inhibitor's song continues for long enough, and if 
the inhibitor is then removed, it may be minutes or even hours 
before the other insect resumes singing»
2* Metrioptera roeselii and M» bicolor tend to inhibit M* 
brachyptera*. When roeselii and bicolor are caged together either 
can bo inhibited, but it iA more frequently bicolor» A state of 
mutual toleration arises more commonly here than in the 
brachyptera interactions» At a locality in Germany, roeselii 
and bicolor have been observed to inhibit one another * s singing 
under natural conditions in the field»
3• M» sepium appears to stand at the same level as bicolor in 
this 'interspecific, hierarchy* of roeselii —  bicolor —  brachyptera» 
4» In roeselii and sepium there is no slowing of the song while 
the inhibitor singsi the roeselii or sepium merely sings less 
and less often, and then stops»
5» In some interactions, especially roeselii/brachyptera ones, 
the inhibited insect often produces a *res\irgenco* of song 
before being finally quelled»
6» M» roeselii var» dilute is usually a more effective inhihiton
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than normal roeseliia»
7* At lower temperatures, toleration by brachyptera of the 
inhibitor’s song is rare.
8, The behaviour accompanying interspecific interactions can 
resemble that occurring in intraspecific interactions, but 
aggression and homosexual courtship are rarer. In intraspecific 
interactions the dominated insect tends to return to the leader 
after being defeated; in interspecific interactions it is rare 
for the inhibited insect to attempt to return to the inhibitor.
It is suggested that this difference may contribute to the 
separation of roeselii and bicolor in the German locality studied.
9. In one brachyptera out of 13 tested there was a tendency tO' 
produce chirps with more syllables than usual when exposed to 
roeselii song. The song of bicolor did not siffect the brachyptera 
chirping in this way. It is considered that the difference is due 
to the more discrete nature of the bicolor song.
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